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Chapter 1

1.1 Plasma or electrical discharge?
Plasmas are often called ”the fourth state of matter”. Feeding energy to solid matter (e.g. ice)
turns it first into a liquid (water) which, if the energy supply persists, can be evaporated into a
gas (water vapor). If even more energy is added, this gas can eventually be turned into a plasma.
Here on earth most plasmas are generated by electrical discharges. When an electrical
discharge is struck between two electrodes, ionisation processes start and positive ions and free
electrons are created. Due to the higher mobility of the electrons, a space charge region is
formed in the periphery of the discharge. In the equilibrium situation the central region will
contain a fraction (10−10 - 1) of charged particles, but in total it will be quasi neutral. This
quasi-neutral region is often referred to as a ”plasma”. The fact that a plasma is quasi-neutral
means that it contains as many positively charged particles (positive ions) as negatively charged
particles (negative ions and/or electrons).
Therefore, technically spoken, an electrical or gas discharge is the complete region between
the electrodes, including the space charge regions, while the plasma is limited to the quasineutral central region. In literature this difference is less strict, and also in this thesis we will
not make a distinction.
A good example of the effect a small fraction of ions and electrons can have on a gas is
the electrical discharge in a tubular fluorescent lamp. The glass tube of the lamp is filled with
argon and a small fraction of mercury vapor. The electrodes at both ends of the tube induce
an electric field that partially ionizes the mercury atoms. The positive mercury ions and free
electrons are accelerated towards the electrodes and during their trip collide many times with
neutral mercury atoms. During these collisions new ions and electrons can be created, which
is necessary for sustaining the discharge, or the mercury atoms can get into an excited state.
When these excited mercury particles fall back to the ground state they emit photons. Although
the ionization degree is typically 10 −6 -10−5 , in a tubular fluorescent lamp about 20 % of the
electric energy is converted into light.
A good example of a pure plasma is the sun. The sun, as all stars in the universe, is a big
cloud of gas and because of the high temperature inside, all of the gas is ionized. Most of
the processes going on inside the sun could not happen without the presence of the charged
particles.
The example of the discharge in a fluorescent lamp is a typical example of a non-chemical
discharge. The buffer gas is a noble gas, e.g. argon, that does not react with the mercury
particles. The mercury particles themselves do not undergo any chemical reaction either. All
the basic processes going on in a fluorescent lamp can be considered to be physical processes.

1.2 Chemically active discharges
If the feed gas of the discharge contains molecules (e.g. hydrogen (H2 )), the collisions in the discharge can, in addition to excitation and ionizition, also induce dissociation of these molecules
(H2 → H + H). The fractions that are created in this way tend to chemically react with other
particles they encounter. This can be other gas phase particles but also solid state matter like
the walls of the reactor. By choosing the feed gases one can create many different chemically
active discharges.
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1.2.1 Etching discharges
By taking feed gases that contain fluorine (e.g. CF4 or SF6 ) one creates a plasma that can etch
layers of e.g. silicon. These discharges are frequently used in the semiconductor industry to
etch small scale structures in silicon wafers.
The complex chemistry formed by the combination of the ions and radicals impinging on
the substrate makes this etching process very anisotropic (Fig. 1.1) and very selective.
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Fig. 1.1: (left) isotropic chemical etching and (right) anisotropic reactive ion etching.

1.2.2 Depositing discharges
Feed gases containing silicon atoms (e.g. silane (SiH 4 )) can be used to grow thin layers of silicon
on substrates. This plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) of silicon produces
semiconducting layers of silicon atoms in an amorphous matrix (a-Si:H), where the dangling
bonds are passivated by hydrogen atoms. This material is extensively used to produce thin film
transistors (TFTs) for LCD applications, but in recent years a lot of interest has been going out
to the solar cells that can be produced with it.
a-Si:H solar cells
Solar cells based on amorphous silicon consist of a stack of thin layers on a transparent (e.g.
glass) substrate (Fig. 1.2). The central layer of the whole structure is the intrinsic a-Si:H layer.
This layer is the active photovoltaic layer that collects the photons that enter the cell through the
glass, and converts the photon energy into free electron-hole pairs. An n-type and p-type doped
layer sandwich the intrinsic layer and create an electric field that draws the free charge carriers
to the electrodes.

metal
negatively doped layer

-

intrinsic a-Si:H
positively doped layer
transparent conductive oxide
glass

+

incoming light

Fig. 1.2: Cross section of an a-Si:H solar cell.
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A big advantage of a-Si:H over other materials used to make solar cells (e.g. crystalline silicon), is the efficient absorption of photons within the solar spectrum, which makes the necessary
thickness of the active layer much smaller than for those other materials.
However, although the absorption of photons is very efficient, the resulting cell efficiency,
defined as the total electrical energy output divided by the energy input of the sun, remains very
low. Typical cell efficiencies at the moment the cell leaves the production plant are around 10%,
but within a relative short time of exposure of the solar cell to the light of the sun, the efficiency
drops to about half the initial value. This light-induced degradation, called the Staebler-Wronski
effect, is one of the main factors that make the a-Si:H solar cells economically unattractive.
Another factor that makes the a-Si:H solar cell a mediocre candidate for future energy production is the low deposition rate of a-Si:H. This low deposition rate makes the resulting solar
cell too expensive to compete with other energy sources. Fundamental research is needed to
increase the understanding of the elementary processes going on in the gas discharges used to
grow the a-Si:H layers, to come to economically competitive solar cells [1][2].
Recently, a research group at the Ecole Polytechnique in Paris succeeded in fabricating an
a-Si:H solar cell that did not show the Staebler-Wronski effect [3] (Fig. 1.3). Closer inspection
of the grown layers showed that nanosized crystalline structures were embedded in the intrinsic
a-Si:H layer. These crystalline nano-particles were thought to have grown in the discharge and
were kept responsible for the stability of the solar cell.

10

pm Si
o
He 250 C
o
Std 250 C

8

o

Efficiency (%)

Std 150 C
o

6

Std 100 C

4

2

0
0

50

100

150

200

Time (hours)

Fig. 1.3: Light induced degradation of a-Si:H solar cells made under different conditions.
All cells show a rapid degradation, except for the pm -Si solar cell with the embedded
nano-crystalites (black squares)
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The role of radicals during PECVD of a-Si:H
At the onset of the discharge the silane gas is dissociated by electron impact. The resulting
particles are mainly SiH3 and SiH2 . In smaller amounts also SiH radicals and Si atoms are
produced. When these radicals hit a glass substrate, they have a reasonable chance of sticking
to this substrate and starting the growth of a layer of silicon. Subsequent radicals should first
remove the hydrogen that now passivates the substrate to create new growth sites before other
radicals can attach to the substrate (Fig. 1.4).
Silicon
Hydrogen

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 1.4: (left) (a) The first radicals arrive at a clean substrate and form the first monolayer of
a-Si:H. (b) Subsequent radicals find a hydrogen passivated surface and first have to remove
hydrogen atoms to create new growth sites (c), before new radicals can attach to the surface
to form the next layer of silicon (d).

It is widely believed that SiH 3 is the most important radical for the growth of a-Si:H, but the
exact processes that remove hydrogen from the substrate are still not known. That these removal
processes might be more important than the actual addition of silicon atoms to the surface is
demonstrated by a very simple calculation: Silane gas has four hydrogen atoms for each silicon
atom, while device quality a-Si:H has only one hydrogen atom for every ten silicon atoms. So
for each hydrogen atom that is embedded in the a-Si:H layer, about 39 hydrogen atoms have to
be removed from the discharge. Even if all the growth can be attributed to the SiH 3 radical, 2.9
hydrogen atoms remain to be removed for every radical that sticks to the surface.
The role of dust particles during PECVD
While the radicals near the substrate compete for free growth sites, the radicals inside the plasma
volume are free to react with any particle they collide with. Especially SiH 2 is well known for
its gas phase reactions. It effectively reacts with the silane gas itself to create Si 2 H5 and Si2 H6 .
The Si2 H5 molecule is a radical too, and is thought to be able to undergo the same reactions
as the mono-silane radicals. Si2 H6 on the other hand is a stable particle but can react just like
SiH4 to form Si3 Hx and so on. If these growing particles stay neutral they eventually will be
removed from the discharge by the gas flow, but if they obtain a negative charge during the
initial growth phase, they will be trapped inside the plasma volume. In this way large negative
ions can be rapidly formed in the discharge that grow from tens of nanometers after one second
to micrometer sizes in a couple of minutes. The latest developments in the a-Si:H solar cell
research suggest that the nanometer sized particles may have a beneficial influence on the final
solar cell, while the larger particles are still regarded as a major threat to the thin layers, which
are only several hundreds of nanometers thick themselves.
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The influence of plasma parameters
Many groups all over the world dedicate a substantial part of their research to silane discharges.
Despite all their efforts it has been impossible to clarify the processes in these discharges because of one special reason. The balance between all the reactions inside the plasma volume and
at the plasma-wall boundary is so delicate that a slight change in one of the external parameters
like feed gas composition, flow rate and temperature, electrode configuration and temperature,
dissipated power etc. has a considerable influence on the resulting discharge. Therefore it is in
most cases not justified to compare experiments performed in one laboratory to the experiments
performed in another laboratory.

1.3 Plasma diagnostics
In order to explain why a discharge behaves in the way it does, it is necessary to know the
absolute densities of all the particles in the discharge, including those near the plasma-wall
interface. One way of doing this could be to take a sample of the gas and analyze it, as is
done with a mass spectrometer. However, because of the size and shape of mass spectrometers,
the instrument has to be mounted outside the plasma chamber and sample the gas through a
orifice in either the chamber wall or one of the electrodes. Therefore it can only take samples
of the gas near the walls or electrodes and not from the plasma volume. Another problem arises
from the physical processes necessary to analyze the gas. These processes tend to change the
composition of the gas sample and therefore make the translation of mass spectra into plasma
composition very difficult.
An approach to measure densities inside the plasma volume would be to put some sort of
sampling device in the discharge. This is done with the Langmuir probe technique, where one
measures the current through a probe as a function of the voltage applied over the probe. From
this I-V characteristic, in the ideal case one can deduce the electron and ion densities. However,
this diagnostic is not suited for depositing discharges because the probe will be covered with
a layer of a-Si:H in a matter of seconds, thereby destroying the probe’s initial characteristics.
Furthermore, probes change one of the most essential properties of a discharge: the electric
field. It is therefore questionable if the measured densities are representative for the rest of the
discharge.
To avoid this kind of problems one needs another way to ’probe’ discharges.

1.4 The history of spectroscopy
As mentioned before, the sun is a plasma too and although we cannot sample it directly, nowadays its composition is well known. This knowledge was obtained by studying the absorption
lines in the otherwise continuous spectrum of the sun.
Absorption lines arise from the fact that each element of the periodic table has its own discrete energy levels and thereby can only absorb or emit photons with certain energies. Therefore, these absorption lines serve as a set of fingerprints for the elements present in the studied
gas.
While studying the spectrum of the sun back in 1868, Sir Joseph Lockyer observed a set of
spectral lines that could not be associated with any known element on earth. He then postulated
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that these lines should belong to a new element, which from then on was called helium (derived
from the Greek word for sun: Helios). It took almost thirty years before Sir William Ramsay
succeeded to isolate enough helium on earth to confirm this hypothesis.
Nowadays approximately 60 elements have been identified in the solar spectrum.
Absorption spectroscopy is just one way to make use of the discrete energy levels of atoms
and molecules. Excited particles that fall back to a lower energy state can do this by emitting
a photon. This results in a similar line spectrum, but now in emission. A third way is a kind
of combination of the two methods described above. A particle in the ground state absorbs a
photon, which can be supplied by e.g. a laser, and is excited to a high energy level. From this
high energy level it can de-exite to another, lower, energy level. This de-excitation can take
place by emitting a photon: the fluorescence radiation. This technique is called laser induced
fluorescence (LIF).

1.5 Infrared spectroscopy
The atomic energy levels find their origin in the orbits of the bound electrons around the nucleus
of the atom. The transition of an electron from one orbit to another involves energies of about
one to twenty eV, which corresponds to the spectral range from the near infrared to the VUV.
Molecules, on the other hand, show fine structures on these spectra that cannot be explained
by their electronic levels. Because of the finite masses and sizes of the atoms and binding
strengths between the atoms, a molecule can vibrate and rotate. Each atom in a molecule has
three degrees of freedom. This results in 3N degrees of freedom for a N-atomic molecule.
Three degrees of freedom are spent on the three translational directions of the molecule and
two or three on the rotational movements, depending on the linearity of the molecule. This
leaves 3N-6 (3N-5 for linear molecules) degrees of freedom, resulting in the same number of
fundamental vibrational modes (Fig. 1.5).

n1

n2

n3

Fig. 1.5: The three fundamental vibrational modes of a non-linear 3-atomic molecule like
H2 O or SiH2 ; (ν1 ) symmetrical stretch, (ν2 ) bending, and (ν3 ) asymmetric stretch.

Quantum mechanics predicts that the vibrational and rotational energies are also quantized,
just like the electronic energy. When an electronic transition occurs in a molecule, also the
vibrational and rotational states can change within discrete energy levels, giving rise to fine
structures. Changes in vibrational and rotational states can also occur without an electronic
transition, leading to spectra in the infrared.
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Vibrational transitions
The simplest case to illustrate the appearance of vibrational spectra is the diatomic molecule
[4]. It may be represented by two masses, m1 and m2 , connected by a spring. For small
displacements s from the equilibrium position Hooke’s law (f = −ks) can be applied, which
leads to a parabolic potential energy:
E = 12 ks2 ,
(1.1)
where k is the force constant. The quantum mechanical Hamiltonian for this simplified system
is given by
h̄2 ∂ 2
+ f s2 ,
(1.2)
H=−
2
2µ ∂s
with µ = m1 m2 /(m1 + m2 ) the reduced mass of the system, h̄ = h/2π and h the Planck constant. The eigen values of the Schrödinger equation HΨ = EΨ give the quantisized vibrational
energy levels:
ω
Eν = (ν + 12 )
cm−1 ,
(1.3)
c
where ν is the vibrational quantum number, ω is the angular frequency, and the speed of light c
is taken in cm/s, in order to come to the unit cm −1 , which is the most commonly used unit for
energy in vibrational and rotational spectroscopy.
If the molecule has a permanent dipole moment, interaction with radiation can induce a
transition from one vibrational state to another. Further evaluation of the Schrödinger equation
leads to the selection rule for the allowed transitions: ∆ν = ±1 . A better but more complicated
approach would be to treat the molecule as an anharmonic oscillator [5]. This leads to the more
realistic selection rules where ν can change by more than one unit
∆ν = ±1, ±2, ±3, ....

(1.4)

When the vibrational energy levels are not degenerate, the relative distribution over the energy
levels is determined by the Boltzmann distribution:




Nν
hc
= exp −νω
,
N0
kTvib

(1.5)

with N0 the density of the vibrational ground state, N ν the density of the state corresponding
to vibrational quantum number ν, and T vib the vibrational temperature. At room temperature
kTvib /hc ≈ 200 cm−1 , which is much smaller than the spacing between vibrational levels
of diatomic molecules (1000 - 4000 cm −1 ). Therefore, at room temperature, almost all the
molecules are in the vibrational ground state. In a discharge the vibrational temperature can be
substantially higher, which leads to a considerable change in the distribution over the different
levels.
Rotational transitions
For the treatment of the rotational part of the spectrum the diatomic molecule can be considered
as two masses separated by a constant average distance r0 . The molecule rotates around its
centre of gravity and has a moment of inertia:
I=

m1 m2 2
r = µr02 .
m1 + m2 0

(1.6)
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The use of the Schrödinger equation with the Hamiltonian for a rigid diatomic molecule
leads to the following rotational energy levels:
EJ = BJ(J + 1),

(1.7)

with J the rotational quantum number, and B the rotational constant:
B=

h
8π 2 Ic

cm−1 ,

(1.8)

where the speed of light c is again expressed in cm/s. For large quantum numbers J, the distance
between the atoms increases, which causes a decrease of the rotational constant (∼ 1/r 2 ). This
can be accounted for by adding an extra factor to Eq. 1.8:
EJ = BJ(J + 1) − DJ 2 (J + 1)2 ,

(1.9)

with D a correction term in the order of 10−3 B, which makes it negligible for small J’s. The
selection rules resulting from the Schrödinger equation impose that for linear molecules the
rotational quantum number can only change by one unit (∆J = ±1). For nonlinear molecules
also vibrational transitions without a change in rotational quantum number are allowed, which
leads to the general selection rule (Fig. 1.6):
∆J = 0, ±1.

(1.10)

The distribution over the different levels can again be derived from the Boltzmann distribution, but, because of the degeneracy in the energy states (e.g. (2J + 1)-fold degeneracy for
linear molecules) an extra factor appears in front of the exponent:




NJ
hc
= (2J + 1) exp −J(J + 1)B
.
N0
kTrot

(1.11)

Because of this degeneracy and the fact that B  kTrot /hc the maximum of this distribution
is not located at the J = 0 level but at a level with a much higher quantum number J.
…
3
2
1
0

…
3
2
1
J=0

n=1

n=0
DJ = -1

DJ = 0

DJ = +1

P

Q

R

Fig. 1.6: The allowed rotational transitions for a vibrational transition from the ground state
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Interaction of rotation and vibration
When the selection rules for vibrational and rotational transitions are combined (Eqs. 1.4 and
1.10) and taking into account that most molecules are in their vibrational ground state and in
an arbitrary rotational state, it becomes possible to calculate the rovibrational energy levels of a
molecule:
∆E =

ω
+ B  J  (J  + 1) − B  J  (J  + 1).
c

(1.12)

Since the average distance between the atoms is larger for a molecule in the vibrational upper
level (denoted with a prime) than for a molecule in the vibrational lower level (denoted with a
double prime), the rotational constant will be smaller for the upper level. Using the general
selection rules for rotational transitions (Eq. 1.10), make that the spectrum can be divided in
three parts, the P-, Q-, and R-branch:
P-branch :
∆J = −1 ⇒ J  = J  − 1 ⇒ ∆E = ωc − J  (B  + B  ) − J 2 (B  − B  ). Since B  > B  both the
term linear and quadratic in J  give a negative contribution. Therefore the P-branch extends to
the left of the vibrational transition (ω/c), and the distance between the levels increases slowly
with increasing quantum number J.
Q-branch :
∆J = 0 ⇒ J  = J  ⇒ ∆E = ωc − J  (B  − B  ) − J 2 (B  − B  ). Again both contributions are
negative but because of the small difference between B  and B  both contributions are small.
Therefore the Q-branch is also located to the left of the vibrational transition but stays much
closer to the band origin.
R-branch :
∆J = +1 ⇒ J  = J  + 1 ⇒ ∆E = ωc − J 2 (B  − B  ) − J  (B  − 3B  ) + 2B  . The R-branch
starts on the right of the band origin, with a decreasing line spacing for increasing J. At a certain
point the net contribution becomes negative and the lines for higher J’s are located nearer to the
band origin or can even be located to the left of it.
If the rotational constants B for all the different rotational quantum numbers J and vibrational states ν are known, the above expressions can be represented in a Fortrat diagram (Fig.
1.7). The parabolas in the upper part of Fig. 1.7 represent the energies of the different branches
for non-integer values of J. The drawn circles are the intersections of theses parabolas with
integer values of J. Those intersections give the energies of the spectral lines of the different
branches. Combining the different branches gives the total rovibrational spectrum. A good
example of a real rovibrational spectrum is the silane spectrum in Fig. 1.8.
Hot bands
From the Boltzmann distribution (Eq. 1.5), it follows that for vibrational transitions with low
energies or for high vibrational temperatures, a considerable part of the molecules will be in a
vibrational excited state. The molecules in the excited states have similar, but slightly shifted
rovibrational spectra, which are called hot bands.
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Fig. 1.7: Impression of a Fortrat diagram.

1.5.1 Spectroscopy on silane discharges
SiH4
When interest in silane discharges arose, the electronic transitions of most particles in these
discharges had not been identified yet. Therefore, several research groups started investigating
the infrared spectra of the different species. The infrared spectrum of SiH4 was well known
with the very distinct P, Q and R-branches around 2180 cm−1 [6] (Fig. 1.8). The extensive high
resolution measurements in 1978 by Cabana et al. [7] created a good spectroscopic reference.

Q-branch

P-branch

2000

2050

2100

R-branch

2150

Wavenumber cm

2200

2250

2300

-1

Fig. 1.8: Rotation-vibration spectrum of silane around 2180 cm−1 . Although the different
branches are clearly visible, the individual lines can not be discerned due to the limited
resolving power of the used FTIR-spectrometer.
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SiH
The SiH radical always gained a lot of interest because of its abundance in interstellar material.
It was the first silane radical to be spectroscopically detected. In 1957 Douglas [8] measured
an absorption spectrum in the visible part of the spectrum. In 1965 Verma reported new band
systems in the UV [9] and in 1967 Herzberg published electronic transitions in the VUV [10].
But it was not until 1982 that Knights et al. [11] observed infrared emission lines of the
SiH radical in their high resolution Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectrometer. The lines
they reported were centered around 1970 cm−1 . Three years later Davies et al. used an infrared
diode laser system to improve those measurements and they detected, besides the fundamental
band, also some hot band transitions [12].

SiH2
In 1968 Dubois succeeded in photographing the absorption spectrum of SiH 2 (silylene) in the
visible [13] and was able to determine some of the vibrational and rotational constants of this
radical. It took seventeen years before Fredin et al. could measure the infrared spectra of SiH2
molecules trapped in low temperature argon matrices and confirm these findings [14]. The
vibrational frequencies thus found were 1992.8, 1973.3, 1964.4, and 994.6 cm −1 . In 1989
Yamada et al. [15] succeeded to observed the ν2 band of this radical for the first time in the gas
phase by using an infrared diode laser.

SiH3
Although by far the most interesting radical in silane discharges, due to the complete lack of
known electronic transitions it was not until 1985 that Yamada and Hirota [16] reported the first
positively identified spectra of SiH 3 (silyl) in the infrared. They used an infrared diode laser to
observe the ν2 band around 727.9 cm−1 and were able to derive some of the molecular constants.
Not much later Sumiyoshi et al. [17] recorded the high resolution absorption spectrum of the
ν3 band around 2185 cm−1 . In 1991 Lightfoot et al. measured an absorption peak of the SiH 3
radical in the UV around 215 nm [23]. Toyoda et al. used this absorption feature to measure
SiH3 radicals and particulates [24]. Boogaarts et al. applied the cavity ring down detection
scheme on this absorption feature to measure SiH3 densities in the hostile environment of a
depositing plasma [25].
Although the measurements are straightforward, the analysis of the data is quite difficult.
The absorption peak has a diffusive feature that is attributed to the dissociative tendency of the
excited states. Moreover, dust particles grown in the discharge considerably scatter the UV light
so that the SiH3 absorption signal is superposed on the background scattering signal.
+/−

SiH3

Of considerable interest for plasma physics are the ionic species. In 1990 Shen et al. used
quantum mechanical methods to predict some vibrational frequencies for the silyl anion (SiH −
3)
−1
around 2000 cm [26]. In 1992 Smith et al. measured many vibration-rotation lines of the ν 2
−1
band of the silyl cation (SiH+
3 ) around 838 cm [27].
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Si2 H6
When Finholt et al. [18] discovered a convenient method to prepare disilane (Si 2 H6 ) in 1947,
Gutowsky and Stejskal started to investigate its infrared absorption spectrum. In 1953 they
reported four of the five infrared active fundamentals between 350 and 4000 cm −1 [19]. The
absorption bands they found were centered around 842.7, 945.7, 2154.4, and 2181.1 cm −1 .
Hamilton and Vaghjiani reported the high-resolution spectra of the ν 6 band around 842.7
−1
cm in 1992 [20] and the ν8 band around 939.3 cm−1 in 1993 [21]. Also in 1992 McKean
analyzed the ν7 band of disilane around 2169 cm−1 [22].
Other radicals
Closer inspection of the infrared spectra of the silane radicals reveals that they can be separated
into two groups. One group of absorption lines between ca. 700 and 1000 cm −1 and one group
between 1800 and 2400 cm−1 . This is no coincidence. The frequencies between 700 and 1000
cm−1 correspond to the bending vibrations of the Si-H bonds and the bands around 2000 cm −1
to the stretching vibrations. The quantum-mechanical Hamiltonian, from which the fundamental frequencies can be derived, is primarily determined by the mass of the molecule and the
binding strengths. In mono-silane molecules the mass of the molecule is mostly determinined
by the silicon atom, while the number of hydrogen atoms gives only a slight change. Larger
molecules like Si2 Hx or Si3 Hx can be seen as chains of silicon atoms terminated by SiH 2 or
SiH3 groups. It is therefore very likely that other, undetected, radicals have infrared absorption
spectra in these regions too. Recent calculations have already shown that the Si 2 H5 radical has
absorption bands around 2300 cm −1 .

1.6 Shortcomings of conventional optical diagnostics
A technique which can avoid the disadvantages of mass spectroscopy and Langmuir probes is
optical spectroscopy. In principle, it is a non-intrusive technique with great possibilities for
spatially and time resolved measurements. By using the complete electromagnetic spectrum
from the extreme UV to the far infrared it is possible to detect a great number of different
species. However, several complications make that it is still impossible to unravel the chemical
dynamics of e.g. silane discharges.
This is mostly caused by the low number densities of the different radicals, which makes it
impossible to detect them in a straightforward manner in ’normal’ discharges. There are two
general solutions to increase the signal to noise ratio:
1. The most direct way to increase the signal to noise ratio is to increase the optical path
length through the discharge. This can be done by implementing a multi-pass cell. Multipass cells consist of a number of mirrors, which are cleverly placed around the discharge
to reflect the optical beam several times through the discharge before it reaches the detector. The best multi-pass cells can reflect the beam approximately one hundred times,
but since the signal to noise ratio only increases with the square root of the number of
passes, the advantage is only moderate. In most cases this advantage does not balance the
disadvantages:
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• The great number of passes through the discharge make spatially resolved measurements impossible. Since spatial resolution was one of the main advantages of optical
spectroscopy, this is a great loss.
• To allow the optical beam to pass the discharge many times, a few large apertures
or many small apertures have to be made in the walls of the plasma reactor. These
mandatory apertures in the discharge chamber tend to change the gas flow and the
plasma-wall interaction, and thereby the chemistry of the discharges.
2. The second way is to decrease the noise level. This can be done by time integrating or
averaging a number of measurements. Again, the signal to noise ratio only increases with
the square root of the number of averages or the increase in sampling time. So, to reach
an adequate increase, a large number of averages has to be made. The advantage of the
increased signal to noise ratio is often outweighed by the disadvantages of this method:
• Again, the sensitivity is increased at the cost of one of the main advantages of the
diagnostic: the time resolution. Since time resolved measurements offer essential
insights in complex chemical discharges, this is an undesirable side effect.
• Some species only exist for very short times, e.g. the growth precursors of dust
particles. For this kind of species, the increase in measurement time can actually
decrease the signal to noise ratio.

When neither the multi-pass cell, nor time averaging gives the necessary increase in signal to
noise ratio, a combination of the two measures might offer a solution. But of course, this can
only be accomplished at the cost of both the time resolution and the spatial resolution.
And if even this does not have the desired effect, the last solution is to look for ways to increase the density of the radical to be measured. This can be done by changing the composition
of the feed gases, the pressure, power or flow rate, or even building exotic discharge configurations that have nothing to do with the original discharge under investigation. Many research
groups have built setups to detect one particle or another, but, because of the many differences in
discharge configurations and feed gas compositions, none of these discharges were comparable
with each other.
It needs no further explanation that radical densities measured in these ways tell nothing
about the chemistry inside the plasmas used to grow solar cells.
The ability to accurately measure a small decrease in intensity typically limits the sensitivity
to absorption losses of 10 −2 to 10−3 . The required signal stability can only be reached with
highly stable continuous lasers and the use of some sort of frequency modulation.
The most advanced work in the field of infrared diode laser spectroscopy on silane discharges is performed by the team of Prof. Toshio Goto at the Nagoya University in Japan
[28][29][30][31]. They constructed a sophisticated multi-pass cell around their silane discharge
and were able to guide their infrared laser beam 40 times through the discharge region. In this
way, a total absorption path length of nearly 50 meters was obtained [32]. The detection limit
for the total absorption (nσl) was just below 10 −3 , with a time resolution in the order of a 10 −3
s. This allowed for the determination of absolute densities of the SiH 3 radical in an electron
cyclotron resonance silane plasma down to the density range of 1 · 10 10 cm−3 [33]. The main
drawback of this method, however, is the fact that the infrared diode laser beam is spread out
over a large part of the horizontal plane of the plasma region, which makes it impossible to
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perform spatially resolved measurements. The vertical extent of the infrared light is limited by
the diameter of the laser beam (ca. 5 mm).

1.7 Cavity Ring Down Spectroscopy
In 1988 O’Keefe and Deacon developed a new technique to perform optical absorption measurements [34]: cavity ring down spectroscopy (CRDS). Their technique was based upon the
measurement of the rate of absorption, rather than the magnitude of absorption and they obtained sensitivities with pulsed light sources which were significantly greater than those attained
with conventional absorption measurements using stabilized continuous light sources.
The central part of this new technique is an optically stable cavity formed by two highly
reflective mirrors with reflectivity R at a distance d around the gas to be sampled (Fig. 1.9).

d
Exponential decay comes
out of the cavity

l
Light pulse enters
the cavity
Mirror
(R > 0.99)

ns = 0

ns
Light pulse bounces up and
down between the mirrors

ns > 0
Mirror
(R > 0.99)

Fig. 1.9: Principle of cavity ring down spectroscopy

In each round trip, the intensity of a light pulse fed into this cavity will decrease by a factor
of R2 because of mirror losses, and a factor of exp(−2nσl) because of molecular absorptions
by species with density n, cross-section for absorption σ, extending over a length l between the
mirrors. After k round trips the light intensity inside the cavity is given by:
Ik = I0 · R2k · exp(−2k nσl) = I0 exp(−2k(| ln R| + nσl)).

(1.13)

With the time per round trip t = 2d/c, and under the assumption that the light pulse is
much longer than the cavity length, the index k can be replaced by an expression for time:
t(k) = 2kd/c.




t
−tc(| ln R| + nσl)
I(t) = I0 exp
= I0 exp −
,
(1.14)
d
τ
which is a simple exponential decay with a decay or ring down time given by:
τ=

d
.
c (| ln R| + nσl)

(1.15)

Without absorbing species between the mirrors, the ring down time of the optically empty
cavity is given by:
d
τ0 =
.
(1.16)
c| ln R|
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Combining Eq. (1.15) and Eq. (1.16) immediately leads to a formula for the absorbance:
nσl =

d τ0 − τ
.
c τ0 τ

(1.17)

For a high reflectivity, d/cτ0 can be replaced by 1 − R and Eq. (1.17) can be rewritten as
nσl = (1 − R)

∆τ
,
τ

(1.18)

with ∆τ = τ0 − τ .
With a cavity length of 1 m and a typical reflectivity of 99.9% the initial ring down time
τ0 will be ca. 3 µs. A change in ring down time of 1 ns is still detectable, which immediately
leads to sensitivities of nσl < 4 · 10 −7 per pass. Since reflectivities of 99.99% and higher can
be obtained easily with multi-layer coatings, this sensitivity can go up to 10 −8 and higher [35].
This vast increase in sensitivity can be attributed to at least four advantages of CRDS over
conventional absorption spectroscopy:
1. The construction of a stable optical cavity around the discharge leads to a very sophisticated multi-pass cell. The example of the one meter cavity with mirrors with a reflectivity
of 99.9 % leads to ca. 330 passes per µs and ca. 1000 passes after one ring down time.
The total number of passes after four to five ring down times, which is typically the measurement time, will be several thousands what leads to an increase in signal to noise ratio
of a factor of 50. Since all the beams follow the same optical path, this multi-passing is
achieved without the loss of spatial resolution.
2. A second enhancement in signal to noise ratio is the consequence of the fact that one
measures the decay time of the total signal instead of a small change in a large signal.
3. During the actual cavity ring down time, the laser is not coupled to the cavity, so the
intrinsic noise of the laser signal will be absent. This leads to a large decrease of the total
noise.
4. Since the ring down time is independent from the initial energy in the cavity it is very
easy to average a number of ring down transients to increase the signal to noise ratio.
Because of the exponential nature of the transients, this averaging can be done by simply
adding several ring down transients, before fitting to a simple exponential:


k I0,k

exp



−t−αk
τ





=

exp − τt





k I0,k









exp − τt exp − ατk =


αk
k I0,k exp − τ



(1.19)

All in all this new technique has proven to give an increase in sensitivity of many orders
of magnitude without any negative side effects. Since the first reports of O’Keefe and Deacon,
CRDS has been applied in the whole spectrum, from the UV [36] to the mid-infrared [37]. Although the first designs were based on the use of pulsed lasers, it has been demonstrated that the
cavity ring down principle can be applied to CW lasers too [35]. At the same time all kind of
varieties of this technique have been developed like phase-shift cavity ring down spectroscopy
[38], Fourier transform cavity ring down spectroscopy [39], cavity enhanced absorption spectroscopy and cavity enhanced magnetic rotation spectroscopy [40].
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1.8 Scope of this thesis
This thesis deals with the design and construction of a mid-infrared cavity ring down spectrometer. The first aim of this setup will be to measure all the important radicals in silane discharges
to obtain a full understanding of the chemistry inside such discharges. It is therefore very important that the new diagnostic is non-intrusive. Nevertheless it should still be possible to perform
spatially resolved measurements with resolutions typically in the order of a millimeter or less.
And, because a lot of information can be found in the onset and the afterglow of a discharge, it
should be possible to perform time resolved measurements with time resolutions much smaller
than a millisecond.
Chapter 2 gives an overview of all the considerations made at the start of this project. It
deals with all the design issues and ends with a time schedule which was made to get a grip
on the progress of the project. A full description of the realized setup will be given in chapter
3. Chapter 4 describes the investigation of the diode laser beam, which needed to be optimized
in order to allow for an effective incoupling into the ring down cavity. The first results of
the mid-infrared cavity ring down spectrometer are given in chapter 5. The optical cavity is
characterized and the new chopping mechanism for the CW diode laser beam is evaluated. The
detection limit of the new cavity ring down setup is determined from the first spectroscopic
cavity ring down measurements on CO. The main conclusions drawn from this thesis are given
in chapter 6.

2
Design considerations
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2.1 Introduction
This chapter deals with the issues concerning the design of the infrared cavity ring down spectrometer. It begins with a sketch of the available equipment and knowledge at the start of this
project, and tries to give an overview of all the problems anticipated on during the design phase.
With this a time schedule is made to get an overview of the complete project, from design to
the first measurements.

2.2 The choice of light source
The interesting spectral regions to detect silane radicals are the regions between 650 and 1100
cm−1 and between 1800 and 2400 cm−1 , with the latter one by far the most promising. At typical discharge pressures between 0.01 and 1 mbar the absorption line widths of the radicals in the
discharge will be mostly determined by Doppler broadening, resulting in line widths between
10−3 and 10−2 cm−1 . The demands on the light source for cavity ring down experiments are
thus:
1. The source should be tunable between 1800 and 2400 cm −1 .
2. The spectral line width should be in the order of or smaller than the expected absorption
line widths: typically 10 −3 cm−1 or smaller .
3. Since the light intensity inside the cavity will only start its exponential decay when no
more photons are fed into the cavity, the light source should be extinguishable one to two
orders faster than the expected decay time of the cavity.
4. For future use it is very important that the spectral region can be extended to other regions
of the mid-infrared.
Demands one and two automatically bring the number of options back to one. Only one light
source in this spectral region is continuously tunable with a line width smaller than the expected absorption line width: a helium or liquid nitrogen cooled CW infrared diode laser system. Nowadays the liquid nitrogen cooled systems cover the spectral range from 3300 to 1800
cm−1 , which would fit the demands for measurements on silane discharges. Demand four, however, leads us to the helium cooled system that goes down to 600 cm −1 . A laser system like
that is available in the group elementary processes in gas discharges (EPG) of the Eindhoven
University of Technology.
The helium cooled infrared diode laser system
In 1991, EPG acquired an infrared tunable diode laser system for infrared laser absorption
spectroscopy (IRLAS) on chemical discharges. The laser diodes are mounted in a closed-cycle
refrigerator and operate in the cryogenic temperature range below 60 K. The coldhead can hold
up to four diodes to increase the available wavelength range.
Since this is the only available laser in this wavelength region, the infrared cavity ring down
spectrometer should somehow be constructed around it. The specifications of the laser system
are mainly determined by the used laser diodes, which are all unique. A few of the most
important specifications of the laser system are listed below.
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• The desired wavelength range can be covered with three diodes present in our group.
• The expected laser power will be typically 0.1 mW, which is fairly low considering the
available infrared detectors.
• The spectral line width is not known, but expected to be between 10 and 30 MHz, depending on the specific laser diode.
• The beam shape has never been determined but is expected to be slightly elliptical with
an average diameter of ca. 3-8 mm, again depending on the diode.
• Most laser diodes available in our group are multi-mode diodes. To get a monochromatic
laser beam the modes have to be separated with a monochromator.
Two major problems arise when this laser is used for cavity ring down measurements. The
first problem is the low laser power, which makes it very difficult to get any signal through the
cavity at all. This has to be solved somehow by a smart design of the complete ring down setup
(§2.6). The second problem arises from the fact that it is a CW laser that somehow has to be
chopped to start the ring down effect.
Chopping of the laser beam
The first applications of CRDS made use of pulsed lasers as a light source. The light pulses of
those pulsed lasers typically last several tens of nanoseconds, and the exponential decay of the
light intensity in the ring down cavity starts directly after the pulse, when no more photons are
fed into the cavity. To have the same effect with CW lasers, some way has to be found to stop
the photons from getting into the cavity. In general, several methods exist to chop a laser beam,
but they all have some disadvantages that make them unsuitable for CRDS:
• The most straightforward method to chop an optical beam is the use of a mechanical
chopper, e.g. a rotating toothed wheel. With some extra optical elements to create a focal
point at the place of the chopper blade, it is in principle possible to chop the beam fast
enough to start the exponential decay. However, since there is no way to couple the
overlap of the mode structures of the laser and the cavity (§2.6) and the openings in the
chopper blade, it is very difficult to implement a mechanical chopper as a device to chop
a CW laser for CRDS experiments. Furthermore, the behaviour if the diode and the laser
beam make any extra optical elements undesirable (chap. 4).
• For some optical media, the manner in which they transmit light can be influenced externally by a mechanical force, an electric field or a magnetic field [45]. The optical
modulators that can be constructed with these materials are well known in the field of
laser physics, e.g. Pockels cells and Kerr cells.
Both the Pockels effect and the Kerr effect change the birefringence of specific materials
as a function of the applied electric field, and thereby change the alignment of the polarization of the transmitted light. The great advantage of devices made from these materials
is the fast response time, thereby allowing switching times of less than a nanosecond. The
great disadvantage of these devices is that they are made from very specific materials,
thereby limiting the available wavelength range. In the desired wavelength range, ca. 4.2
- 5.6 µm , no suitable materials have been found yet.
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For acousto-optical modulators or photoelastic modulators, the birefringence depends on
an externally applied force. Again, the available crystals limit the wavelength range. In
the visible part of the spectrum, acousto-optical modulators have successfully been applied in CW-CRDS experiments [35], but in the mid-infrared no suitable devices have
been constructed yet. The mechanical properties of the materials available in this wavelength range limit the maximum applicable frequency to ca. 100 kHz, and thereby the
response time of the crystal to ca. 10 µs .
• A third method to chop a laser beam is specifically applicable to diode lasers. Since the
population inversion in laser diodes is induced by the electrical current through the diode,
they can be switched off by decreasing the current under the laser threshold. In principal,
this can be done fast enough to start the exponential decay, but in practice some problems
arise that prevent this method from being the solution for chopping the laser beam in
CRDS experiments. First of all, not all laser diodes allow a full current modulation and
develop a distorted mode structure at high current modulation frequencies. This might
result in the in coupling of other laser modes in the ring down cavity during the ring
down transient, and thereby destroying the exponential decay.

Since none of the methods mentioned above seems to meet the demands for mid-infrared cavity
ring down experiments, a new method to chop the laser beam had to be developed. The narrow
line width of the laser and the distinct mode structure of the ring down cavity enable another
way to stop the photons from entering the cavity:
• The method proposed here is best described as mode tuning. The ring down cavity has
an optical mode structure consisting of fundamental modes like in a Fabry-Pérot cavity,
and higher order transverse modes (see §2.6). When the frequency spacing between the
different modes is larger than the line width of the laser, there will be laser wavelengths
that are effectively coupled into the cavity and wavelengths that will be fully reflected by
the entrance mirror. A small detuning of the laser wavelength, in the order of the line
width of the laser, is enough to abruptly switch from a state where photons can enter the
cavity to a state where photons are fully blocked from the cavity (Fig. 2.1). To detune
a laser diode over several tens of MHz implies a change in current through the diode of
ca. 2 · 10−5 mA, which is only a relative change of the laser current of ca. 10−3 . Such
small changes in laser current can be applied at a rate of several hundreds of MHz, which
corresponds to switching times in the order of several nanoseconds. This method only
requires a small change in the design of the laser current source.

Control of the diode laser
The wavelength of the laser light coming out of the diode laser is determined by the temperature
of the diode and the current through the diode. The temperature of the diode determines the
cavity length and the refractive index of the different materials of the diode, and thereby the
internal mode structure of the diode. The current takes care of the population inversion for the
laser effect and the fine tuning of the temperature to scan the laser wavelength. In order to
control the wavelength it is therefore necessary to control both the temperature and the current
independently. And, since most laser diodes are multi-mode diodes, a monochromator is needed
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Fig. 2.1: Chopping the laser by controlled detuning of the wavelength.

to select one of the modes coming out of the laser diode. Before a diode can be used for
spectroscopic measurements, a mode chart has to be made to locate the different laser modes
as a function of the current and the temperature (Fig. 2.2). For a number of temperatures the
monochromator scans the complete wavelength range of the diode. At each monochromator
setting the current is scanned over the whole current range.

T = 60 K
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Fig. 2.2: Example of a modechart at 60 K. Relative laser output power as a
function of the laser current and grating position at a constant temperature.

To control the current and the temperature, the laser system is equipped with a temperature
control unit and a current control unit. These units have simple BNC connectors to set and
check the temperature and current externally with e.g. DAC and ADC outputs of a computer
interface. The available monochromator is equipped with a RS-232 interface, which can be
connected directly to the serial bus of a computer.
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The temperature where the diodes can be used ranges from ca. 25 to 60 K, and the resolution of the temperature control should be ca. 0.1 K. This implies that an 8-bit DAC should be
sufficient to control the temperature, but a 10-bit DAC is desirable. For both the making of the
mode chart and the spectroscopic measurements, the temperature is a static parameter. Therefore, there are no demands on the time resolution of the DAC to control the laser temperature.
Since the temperature only sets slowly and needs some time to stabilize, it is necessary to check
if the set point is reached and the temperature is stable. Therefore, the temperature control unit
is equipped with an analog output, that gives the deviation from the real temperature of the cold
head to the set point. A 10-bit ADC with a sampling rate of a few hundred Hz should be enough
to monitor the laser temperature by a computer.
The minimum current for which an adequate population inversion is obtained, is ca. 70 mA.
The maximum allowed current through the diode is 500 mA, so the total scanning range is ca.
400 mA. The scanning resolution is determined by the scanning rate of the diode and the desired
wavelength resolution. The scanning rate of the diode, again, differs for each diode, but ranges
from ca. 1000 to 2000 MHz/mA.
The desired wavelength resolution differs for the making of the mode chart and the spectroscopic measurements. For the mode chart, a current scanning resolution of one mA over the
complete current range is sufficient to map the different laser modes. To keep the necessary
time to make a mode chart within reasonable limits, the time per step should be in the order of
a few milliseconds. Therefore, the DAC used to control the laser current should be faster than 1
KHz.
For the spectroscopic measurements, the wavelength resolution is determined by the Doppler
line width of the absorption lines to be measured. This Doppler line width depends on the detected species and the gas temperature, and will range from ca. 100 to 200 MHz. So, a wavelength resolution of ca. 15 MHz gives a sufficient number of spectral data points to resolve the
absorption line. This corresponds to a current scanning resolution of ca. 0.01 mA, which corresponds to a 16-bit DAC. But, since the laser modes never extend over the complete current
range, it is not necessary to have this current scanning resolution over the full range. Therefore, a 14- or a 12-bit DAC is also sufficient. During the spectroscopic measurements, the laser
wavelength can be considered constant, so there are no time limitations on the DAC to control
the laser current.
Feedback into the diode
It is necessary to prevent feedback from the ring down cavity into the diode. This type of laser
diodes is well known to be very sensitive for this kind of feedback, which would make the laser
beam very unstable. So the design of the setup should include ways to avoid this feedback.
A well known method to prevent feedback makes use of a polarizer and a quarter-wave plate
(Fig. 2.3). The polarizer is aligned to the polarization of the incoming laser beam. The quarterwave plate changes the linearly polarized light into circularly polarized light. After reflection
on the cavity mirror, the sense of rotation of the circularly polarized light is reversed.
The quarter-wave plate converts the circular polarization into linear polarization again, but,
because of the change of the sense of rotation, the polarization of the reflected beam is perpendicular to the polarization of the incoming beam. This reflected beam is then blocked by the
polarizer.
In order to use the quarter-wave plate during spectroscopic measurements, the effective
thickness of the quarter-wave plate should be adaptable to the laser wavelength. This can be
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obtained by rotating the quarter-wave plate around all its three axes.
Incoming beam
Linearly polarized light
passes the polarizer

Reflected beam

Linear light converted
into circular light

S

Circular light converted
into linear light

F

F

Linearly polarized light
blocked by polarizer

S
Linear
polarizer
¼-wave
plate
Cavity mirror reverses
sense of rotation of
the polarization of
the reflected beam

¼-wave
plate

Linear
polarizer

Fig. 2.3: Method to prevent feedback making use of a linear polarizer and a 1/4-wave
plate. The fast and the slow axis of the quarter wave plate both stand under 45o with
the polarization of the incoming beam, and convert linearly polarized light into circularly
polarized light and vice versa.

2.3 The vacuum vessel
Low pressure discharges need specific environmental conditions to be operated. Therefore, they
are usually contained in a glass or metal vessel. The general demands on the vacuum vessel are:
• The vessel should reach a background pressure ≤ 10−6 mbar to guarantee a clean plasma
environment without leaks or contamination.
• The discharge is sustained by the primary electron collision. When the pressure is too
high, the electrons collide before they gain enough energy in the electric field to ionize
other particles. At too low pressures, the electrons cross the electrode gap without any
collisions. Therefore, typical working pressures should be somewhere in the range of
10−2 − 100 mbar.
• Since chemical discharges tend to consume the working gas, an abundant supply of gas
is necessary. Typical gas flows for low pressure RF-discharges lie in the range of 1 - 100
sccm (1 sccm is 1 cubic centimeter at 1 atmosphere and 293 K, per minute).
Silane burns or explodes spontaneously in air. Therefore, plasma reactors used for silane discharges should satisfy some extra demands:
• To guarantee safe working conditions, all the used equipment (e.g. pumps) should be able
to handle silane and its byproducts (e.g. dust particles).
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• To protect personnel from dangerous situations, the setup should be equipped with a silane
detection device, and all the equipment should be guarded against incorrect operation.

Experiments on silane discharge have been performed for many years in the group EPG,
and all the equipment necessary to operate silane discharges was already present. In principle, the CRDS diagnostic was to be used to continue the ongoing research. Therefore, it was
investigated if, and to what extent, the existing setup could be used for the new experiments.

2.3.1 The existing vacuum vessel
In an early stage of this project is was already clear that the current setup used to do experiments on silane discharges (”ETS II”) was not suitable for cavity ring down experiments. The
shape and size of the vessel, the way the plasma was implemented in the vessel and the frame
that could move the vessel both horizontally and vertically for spatially resolved measurements
made this setup too unstable and too impractical for the new optical diagnostic.
It was necessary to design a new setup with the use of as many parts of the old setup as
possible. The parts that could be distinguished in this case were the vacuum vessel that consisted
of two parts, the pumping system and the programmable logic controller:
• The vacuum vessel consists of two stainless-steel cylinders, both with an inner diameter
of ca. 35 cm and a height of 40 cm, that, when placed upon each other, form one cylinder
of ca. 80 cm high. The lower half of the vessel has a number of small and large ports,
for the pumping connections, vacuum gauges, electrical connections, etc. . The top part
of the vessel contains the actual discharge and a large number of ports for all kinds of
diagnostics.
• The pumping system of the old setup consisted of three pumps which were specifically
chosen for the use of silane discharges. The roughing pump and the roots blower together
create the pre-vacuum of ca. 10−2 mbar, from where the 450 liter turbo pump brings the
pressure of the complete vacuum vessel below 10−6 mbar.
• The programmable logic controller (PLC) handles all the instructions of the user of the
setup and guards the safety of the experiment.
The only part that could not be reused was the top part of the vessel. It was simply too small
to house the new diagnostic and the discharge. The lower part of the vessel and the vacuum
pumps could be be used on the new setup without any major changes. The PLC was never
fully and correctly implemented. Over the years some parts of the safety system turned out to
be too impractical to work with and were bypassed. This resulted in unwanted and sometimes
unsafe situations. With the plans for a renewed setup it seemed right to refurbish the PLC
too. While most safety issues regarded the pumps and the gas system, which would not change
dramatically, it seemed possible to reuse a great number of parts of the old system and only
replace the outdated parts.

2.4 The discharge
The first objective of the setup will be to unravel the complex chemistry inside silane discharges.
A simple discharge configuration that gives a lot of scientific opportunities is the capacitively
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coupled radio frequency (rf) discharge. Several research groups around the world use these
discharges to study silane discharges. One of the groups that has been studying the nucleation
and growth of particles in silane discharges is the ’Group de Recherche sur l’Energétique des
Milieux Ionisés’ (GREMI) in Orléans [46]. In recent years, there has been a close collaboration
between this group and the group EPG in Eindhoven, and since it would be very useful to
use their scientific results as a starting point for the research in Eindhoven, the design of the
new discharge configuration will be based on the setup in Orléans. The setup from Orléans is
described in detail in [47]. A general view is given in Fig.2.4, and the main characteristics are
given below:
gas and rf
stainless-steel
bellows
vacuum vessel

oven
windows

plasma chamber
33 mm

133 mm

pumping

Fig. 2.4: Schematic view of the experimental setup in Orléans.

• The powered electrode consists of a stainless-steel grid, 130 mm in diameter, that also
serves as gas inlet.
• The grounded electrode is formed by a stainless-steel cylindrical box, with a diameter of
133 mm. The bottom of this box is formed by a stainless-steel grid, that serves as the gas
outlet of the discharge volume. The holes in the grid have a diameter of 1 mm and the
transparency of the grid is 20 % .
• The distance between the electrodes is 33 mm. The combination of the shower head top
electrode and the grid bottom allows for a homogeneous laminar flow.
• Three vertical slits in the side wall of the cylindrical box allow optical access to the
discharge volume.
• The complete discharge chamber can be translated vertically for spatially resolved measurements.
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• The discharge chamber is placed in a cylindrical oven, with an inner diameter of 146 mm
and a height of 250 mm, to control the wall temperature.
• The complete structure of oven and plasma chamber is placed in an aluminum vacuum
vessel.

Spatially resolved measurements
In chemically active discharges like silane discharges, spatially resolved measurements give
invaluable extra dimensions to the experimental data. Since the stability of the ring down cavity
is a very critical item in the complete design of the setup, the most logical way to perform
spatially resolved measurements is to keep the cavity fixed and move the discharge through the
optical beam, like in the setup of Orléans. To obtain 2-dimensional density profiles, the system
with the bellow has to be extended to enable, next to vertical scans, also horizontal scans.

2.5 Data Acquisition
With the old IRLAS measurements time scales typically varied from some tens of milliseconds
to many seconds. The use of lock-in amplifiers made this technique very time uncritical. Cavity
ring down measurements on the other hand, take only tens of microseconds, and the sensitivity
of this technique is determined by the smallest detectable change in this ring down time, which
makes this technique very time critical. The old data acquisition system used for the IRLAS
measurements is not able to handle the time resolution necessary for cavity ring down measurements. It was therefore necessary to obtain a new data acquisition system. The general demands
on the new data acquisition system were:
• The analog digital converter (ADC) needs to be fast enough to record a ring down transient. Five to ten data points per ring down time is sufficient for a good exponential fit.
With an expected ring down time of ca. 1 µs , this leads to an sampling rate of at least
10 MHz. Very important is the control of the jitter on the time base, since this is directly
coupled to the noise in the ring down time.
• Another demand on the data acquisition system is the resolution of the ADC. The resolution of the digitized ring down transient determines the smallest detectable change in
ring down time, and thereby the detection limit of the new diagnostic. Therefore the ADC
should be at least 10-bits deep, but 12-bits is preferable.
• In order to increase the signal to noise ratio, several ring down transients can be averaged.
The use of pulsed lasers for CRDS experiments limits the repetition rate of the ring down
transients to the pulse rate of the laser. When a CW laser is used, no such limits exist and,
theoretically, the repetition rate is only limited by the time needed to fill the cavity with
photons and the ring down time. This can lead to theoretical repetition rates of tens of
thousands of ring downs per second. In practice however, some time is needed to mode
match the cavity to the laser, but ring down rates of several thousands per second are
feasible. The exponential nature of the ring down signal allows to simply add several ring
down transients before fitting to an exponential. With ring down rates of several thousands
per second, it is not possible to send the data of each transient separately. Therefore it
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is necessary that the data acquisition unit has a sufficiently large on board memory. The
addition of one thousand 12-bit signals necessitates a 22-bit deep memory.
• The unpredictable overlap of the laser mode and the cavity mode determines the signal
level in the cavity, and thereby the moment that the laser should be detuned to start the
ring down transient. A fourth demand on the data acquisition system is therefore a flexible triggering system, with an analog input and several outputs with different time delays.
One trigger signal should start the ADC, and another trigger signal should start the detuning of the laser. The time delays should be tunable in the order of tens of nanoseconds

2.6 The ring down cavity
The use of an infrared tunable laser diode for cavity ring down spectroscopy leads to constraints
on the design of the ring down setup not known in the field of cavity ring down spectroscopy so
far. Those problems arise from the wavelength region under consideration, the expected output
power and line width of the laser. It is therefore eminent to first look into the theory of optical
cavities 1 .
High finesse optical cavities
In general, open optical cavities are composed of a number of reflecting surfaces that are aligned
such that light waves can bounce up and down the cavity. At each reflecting surface the shape
and amplitude of the light waves will be changed because of diffraction and other losses. For
some light waves the losses are so high that after a few round trips the light wave is effectively extinguished. For other light waves the shape of the wave front converges to a stationary
distribution, called a mode of the optical cavity.
The simplest optical cavity is composed of two plane mirrors. The mode configuration
of such a simple cavity can be obtained by an iterative approach using the Kirchhoff-Fresnel
diffraction theory. In this method, the square plane mirrors are replaced by an equivalent arrangement of an infinite number of apertures with the same size as the mirrors. The amplitude
distribution A(x, y) of a plane wave traveling through the apertures in the z direction is altered
by diffraction at each aperture, and the amplitude distribution at one aperture A n (x, y) can be
calculated from the distribution at the previous aperture A n−1 (x, y) with the paraxial approach
of Kirchhoff’s diffraction theory:
i
An (x, y) = −
2λ



An−1 (x , y )

1 −ikρ
e
(1 + cos θ) dx dy ,
ρ

(2.1)

with k the wave vector of the light wave propagating in the z-direction. The denotation of Θ
and ρ is depicted in Fig. 2.5
A stationary field distribution is obtained when the shape of the wave front at a certain
aperture is identical to the shape of the wave front at the previous aperture [42].
The resulting integral equation can not be solved exactly, but for the case of a large distance
between the mirrors compared to the size of the mirrors it has been shown that stationary field
distributions do exist. Boyd and Kogelnik generalized the computations to confocal cavities
with curved mirrors [43]. For the case that the size of the mirrors is much smaller than the
1

The following section is based on Demtröder’s Laser Spectroscopy [42]
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Fig. 2.5: Illustration of Eq. (2.1). ρ is the length of the vector from the point A(x’,y’) in the
plane n − 1 to the point A(x’y’) in the plane n , cosΘ = ρ/d.

distance between the mirrors, the two-dimensional equation can be decomposed into two onedimensional equations which can be solved analytically. The resulting stationary amplitude
distribution in a plane z perpendicular to the cavity axis is given by:
Am,n (x, y, z) = C̃ Hm (X̃) Hn (Ỹ ) e−(X̃

2 +Ỹ 2 )

e−iφ ,

(2.2)

with z the axial postion measured from the center of the cavity and x and y the two coordinates
perpendicular to the cavity axis. C̃ is a function of z, m, and n. Hm is the Hermitian polynomial
√
of the mth order. X̃ is a function of x and z, Ỹ is a function of y and z, and w = x2 + y 2
is the distance to the cavity axis ([42] Eq. 5.25). The last factor of Eq. (2.2) is the phase factor
where φ is given by:
φ(w, z) = k

1−ε
w2 ε
π
r
(1 + ε2 ) +
,
+ (1 + m + n) − arctan
2
2
r 1+ε
2
1+ε

(2.3)

with ε = 2zr the relative z-coordinate, and k = 2π
= 2πν
.
λ
c
The stationary field distributions of confocal cavities turn out to have an eigen frequency
spectrum which can be directly derived from the condition that the phase fronts at the mirror
surfaces have to be identical to the shape of the mirror surfaces themselves. Because these
stationary fields represent standing waves, the mirror separation d equals an integer multiple
of λ/2. For confocal cavities (d = r) substitution of φ = qπ into Eq. (2.3), with q an integer
called the longitudinal mode index which represents the number of half waves that fits inside
the cavity, and z = r/2, results in eigen frequencies given by:
ν=

c
1
q + (m + n + 1) ,
2d
2

(2.4)

with m and n the transverse mode indices. Modes with m = n = 0 are called axial or fundamental modes and modes with m > 0 and/or n > 0 are the higher order transverse modes. The
axial modes closes on itself after one round trip and the intensity distribution in a plane perpendicular to the propagation direction has a Gaussian profile with an 1/e half width w s given
by:
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ws =




 λd
z2

1+4
,

2π

d2

(2.5)

with d the distance between the mirrors, λ the wavelength of the light inside the cavity, and z
the distance from the center of the cavity. From Eq. (2.5) it directly follows that the mode has
the smallest radius in the center at z = 0. For a typical wavelength of 5 µm and a cavity length
of √
1 m, the resulting beam waist (= 2w) is 1.8 mm. The beam diameter on the mirror (z = d/2)
is 2 times the beam waist, which for the example above results in a spot size of 2.5 mm.
Higher order modes need several round trips before the wave closes on itself (Fig. 2.6) and
the resulting intensity distribution is not Gaussian, but has several maxima. m and n represent
the number of nodes in the cross section of the intensity distribution of these modes (Fig. 2.7).
Since the intensity distribution of higher order modes is lying further from the axis, the diffraction losses of these modes are higher. Therefore, the relative intensity of higher order modes is
lower than of the axial mode.

Fig. 2.6: Schematic view of the TEM00 and the TEM01 transverse mode.

Fig. 2.7: Intensity distributions of different transverse modes measured with a CCD camera
behind the exit mirror of a high finesse optical cavity. Top-left = TEM00 ; Top-right =
TEM01 ; Bottom-left = TEM02 ; Bottom-right = TEM04 . (Courtesy of the group AQT.)
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From Eq. (2.4) it follows that the eigen frequency spectrum of the confocal cavity is degenerate because the transverse mode with q = c1 and m + n = c2 has the same frequency as the
transverse modes with q = c1 + p and m + n = c2 − 2p. The distance between two adjacent
axial modes is ∆ν = c/2d , but the modes with m + n = odd lie exactly halfway these axial
modes and the free spectral range (FSR) of a confocal cavity is therefore:
∆νconfocal =

c
.
4d

(2.6)

If the mirror separation d is slightly different from the radius of curvature of the mirrors r
the degeneracy is removed and the eigen frequencies are given by:


d−r
c
1
4
ν=
q + (m + n + 1) 1 + arctan
2d
2
π
d+r



,

(2.7)

One very important property of an optical cavity is its finesse, which is defined as the ratio
of the free spectral range and the line width of a cavity mode δν:
F =

F SR
.
δν

(2.8)

For a perfectly aligned optical cavity consisting of two plane mirrors, diffraction losses limit the
finesse to ca. 50. But, since spherical mirrors tend to refocus the diffracted light back into the
cavity, the diffraction losses for a confocal Fabry-Pérot cavity are much lower. Furthermore,
spherical mirrors can be polished to a higher precision than plane mirrors, which makes that
the total losses caused by e.g. the surface roughness of the substrates and inhomogeneity of the
reflecting layers are only slightly higher than the reflectivity losses. For a confocal Fabry-Pérot
cavity used in the visible part of the spectrum a finesse of ca. 300 can be achieved with mirrors
with a reflectivity of 0.99.
For the mid-infrared, where wavelengths are typically one order higher than in the visible,
the losses caused by the surface roughness of the substrate, which is taken relative to the used
wavelength, are one order lower. The losses caused by inhomogeneities in the reflecting layers,
which are a quarter of a wavelength thick, are also one order lower. This makes that the total
finesse of a confocal cavity is almost completely determined by the reflectivity of the mirrors,
and the total finesse F is identical to the reflectivity finesse F R :
√
F SR
π R
=
.
F = FR =
1−R
δν

(2.9)

Reflectivities of 0.997 can be obtained with multi-layer coatings quite easily, which leads to a
finesse of more than 1000. Combination of Eq. (2.6) and Eq. (2.9) leads to a formula for the
half width of a cavity mode δν:
c 1−R
√
δν =
(2.10)
4πd R
A confocal cavity constructed from two spherical mirrors with a reflectivity R of 0.997 at a
distance d of 1 m thus has a FSR of 75 MHz, a finesse of ca. 1000, and a mode width of ca. 140
kHz.
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Coupling the diode laser to a cavity
Eq. 2.7 gives the theoretical possibilities to have a stable light wave inside the cavity. If the line
width of the laser used to excite the cavity is broader than the distance between two adjacent
modes, several modes will be excited simultaneously. This leads to mode beating inside the
cavity, which generates unwanted oscillations in the ring down transients. To avoid the problem
of mode beating, some measures have to be taken.
First of all, the optical cavity can be designed in such a way that the mode spacing is optimized. The frequency spacing between two adjacent higher order transverse modes is usually
much smaller than the mode spacing between different fundamental modes. So, to avoid the
simultaneous excitation of different cavity modes, the transverse mode spacing should be maximized. From Eq. 2.7 it follows that the widest mode structure is achieved when the radii of
curvature of the mirrors (r) equal the distance between the mirrors (d). The cavity thus constructed is a confocal cavity, since the focal length of a spherical mirror equals r/2. The mode
spacing for such a cavity is given by Eq. (2.6).
The expected laser line width of ca. 30 MHz gives a maximum for the cavity length of
c/4 × 30 · 106 = 2.5 m. To ensure an efficient coupling of such a cavity to a laser, either the
laser wavelength has to be matched to the cavity or vice versa.
The second solution to mode beating makes use of the distinct optical paths of the different
transverse modes. Since the different modes follow different optical paths, they use different
parts of the mirrors. By illuminating a particular part of the entrance mirror, it is possible to
excite a specific transverse mode. The use of mode matching optics makes the mode selection
more specific. The simplest mode matching optics consists of a diaphragm or a pin hole. A simple positive lens with a long focal distance can be used to enhance the effect of the diaphragm.
The concept of matching the confocal cavity to the laser or vice versa automatically gives a
handle to the active coupling and uncoupling necessary to ’chop’ the laser.
Another issue that plays an important role during the incoupling of the laser light into the
cavity is the lens working of the entrance mirror. A three millimeter thick slab of zinc-selenide,
with one flat side and one concave side with a radius of curvature of one meter works as a
negative lens with a focal lenght of ca. -72 cm. This means that an incoming parallel laser beam
will be divergent after passing the mirror. Since a divergent beam inside the cavity will not
lead to a stable cavity mode, the divergence has to be prevented. This can be done by placing a
positive lens with a long focal distance in front of the cavity. The distance between the positive
lens and the entrance mirror should be such, that the system of the two lenses has an effective
focal point either at infinity, or exactly in the center of the cavity.
Further constraints on the cavity
Other constraints on the design are given by the fact that the diagnostic will be used on real
depositing discharges. The mirrors used to construct the cavity are very sensitive for contamination and must therefore be protected from the silane plasma. The first step in protecting the
mirrors from the discharge is to keep them as far away from the discharge as possible. This
conflicts directly with the demands for a large mode spacing and so some concessions have to
be made.
The concept of the confocal cavity will only work if the cavity is stable during the build up
and the ring down of the light intensity in the cavity. This implies that the distance between and
the alignment of the mirrors must be stable within the limits of the cavity line width for several
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hundreds of microseconds. On the other hand, the discharge itself is also very sensitive for any
disturbances from outside, so the optical cavity and the discharge chamber must be constructed
in such a way that they have no influence on each other. This is made even more difficult by the
demand of spatially resolved measurements in two directions.

2.7 The mirrors
The general demands on mirrors for cavity ring down spectroscopy are a high reflectivity (>
0.99) and a finite transmission (≈ 1 - R). For normal mirror coatings, like gold or aluminum,
these two demands cannot be satisfied simultaneously. Only very thin layers of e.g. gold have
a finite transmission, but for these thin layers the reflectivity is limited to ca. 95 %. Higher
reflectivities can only be obtained with thick layers, which absorb all the light they do not
reflect, thereby nullifying the transmission.
The only way to fulfill both demands is with the use of multi-layer coatings. They consist
of a stack of layers of dielectric materials with alternately high and low refractive indices, on a
transparent substrate. The optical thickness of each layer is a quarter of the wavelength to be
reflected. Therefore each mirror only reflects a specific and small part of the electromagnetic
spectrum.
Reflectivities that can be obtained with these multi-layer coatings are 99.9999 % and higher.
The effective reflectivity for such layers is largely determined by the surface roughness of the
used substrate, and the quality of the layers.
The past decade mirrors of this kind have been produced for the complete spectrum from
ca. 215 nm up to 3.3 µm. For no obvious reason, but most probably due to the absence of a
suitable light source to perform ring down measurements, they have never been produced for
wavelengths beyond 3.3 µm. Since the success of the complete setup stands or falls with the
mirrors, the first objective will be to obtain mirrors with the proper reflectivity between 4.2 and
5.6 µm (≈ 1800 - 2400 cm−1 ).
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2.8 Summary and time schedule
Summary
The accomplishment of the new setup covers many different aspects. Some parts are routine
jobs but most parts are completely new and highly innovative. As most work will be done
by different groups within the university and all these groups depend on each other concerning essential information, a reliable project management is required. Before all the different
subprojects are put in a time schedule, a summary is given in table 2.1.
Table 2.1: Overview of the planned activities to come to the realization of the mid-infrared
cavity ring down spectrometer.
Item
Description
Laser current source Modification to allow for very short pulses superimposed
on the DC current
Laser control and
Design, realization and testing of all the modules needed
data acquisition
to control the laser and acquire and pre-process the data
Opical feedback
Design, realization and testing of an optical setup to
prevent laser light from re-entering the laser diode
Optical cavity
Design and realization of a mechanically and optically
stable cavity
Obtaining the mirrors for the cavity
Design and realization of a method to control the cavity
length
Vacuum vessel
Design and realization of the main vessel around the ring
down cavity
Re-design and realization of the additional parts of the
vacuum vessel
Upgrading the PLC to control the pumps and gas system
Discharge
Define the external parameters if the discharge
Design and realization of the modular discharge chamber
Design and realization of the 2-D manipulator including
control software and hardware

Time schedule
As a basis for this project management, a time schedule is made (Fig. 2.8). The time schedule
starts with the quotation for the mirrors and from there links all the different parts together to
arrive at a fully operational setup in the beginning of 1999.

Discharge

PLC

Summary

Support group within university

Jan.98 Feb.98 Mar.98 Apr.98 May.98 Jun.98 Jul.98 Aug.98 Sep.98 Oct.98 Nov.98 Dec.98 Jan.99

Third party outside university

Design discharge chamber
Construct discharge chamber
Design manipulator
Construct manipulator

Upgrade PLC

Design main vessel
Construct main vessel
Redesign additional parts
Construct additional parts

Design optical cavity
Construct cavity
Get quotation on mirrors
Order mirrors
Design cavity modulation
Construct cavity modulation

Obtain quarter wave plate
Test principle with CO laser

Definition and design modules
Test and implement modules
Write necessary software

Modify current source
Obtain pulse generator
Build and test

Task

Personal task

Vacuum vessel

Optical cavity

Optical feedback

Laser control and
data acquisition

Laser current source

Item
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Fig. 2.8: Time schedule of design and realization of the complete cavity ring down setup.
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3.1 Introduction
The design considerations of chapter 2 gave an overview of the know-how at the start of the
project. With this knowledge the different support groups started their work and quickly started
to develop new insights. These new insights were distributed to all the persons who needed
specific information. This led to the realization of a complete setup in accordance with the
demands as they were known at the end of the realization phase.
This chapter gives an technical overview of the realized setup. A description is given of
all the different parts and explanations will be given about specific choices made during the
design and fabrication phases. At the end of this chapter it will be clear that, since the detector
is directly coupled to the laser current control unit, there is literally no beginning or end to this
setup. The chapter therefore begins with that part of the setup that can be considered to be the
central part of any cavity ring down setup: the ring down cavity.

3.2 The ring down cavity
3.2.1 The body of the cavity
The optical cavity is essentially comprised of an aluminum pipe with vibrational eigen frequencies far away from the vibrational frequencies of the pumps (Fig. 3.1). The vibrational
frequencies of the pumps were determined to have strong maxima between 700 and 800 Hz,
while the first dominant eigen frequency of the cavity lies at 1200 Hz. The material, size and
wall thickness all contribute to the fact that the higher order modes need considerable energies
to get excited. In order to avoid external vibrations from e.g. the ground floor to be transmitted
to the cavity, the cavity is suspended in the vacuum vessel by two sets of springs to carry the
weight and rubber flaps to damp all the vibrations that might get to the vacuum vessel (Fig. 3.2).
The only vibrations that could get into the system were vibrations that were acousticly coupled
to the cavity while the vacuum vessel was still under atmospheric pressure. This gives an easily
recognizable broadening of the cavity modes that immediately vanishes when the pumps are
turned on and the vessel is evacuated.
The cavity has an inner diameter of 35 cm and a central aperture in the top to allow a
discharge to be put in and moved around through the optical path. The optical path is set
somewhat off-axis. The reason for this is that many discharges are rotationally symmetric and
during spatially resolved measurements one only needs to scan one side of the discharge.
To allow other diagnostics to be used on the same discharge simultaneously, the cavity is
equipped with a number of apertures. Two large apertures perpendicular to the optical path
and four apertures under an angle of 45 degrees that are all centered on the same point of the
optical path. Another set of two apertures under an angle of 72.5 degrees with the vertical axis
provides an easy way to perform ellipsometry measurements. Electrical or other connections
can be made through 6 apertures set at both ends of the cavity, but the two most important
openings are of course the apertures for the cavity ring down experiment.
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Fig. 3.1: Cross-sections of the optical cavity.

Fig. 3.2: Side and front view of the optical cavity, suspended in the open vacuum vessel.

3.2.2 The mirror mounts
The mirror mounts consist of two parts for each mirror. To match the cavity length to the
laser wavelength one of the mirrors is mounted on a commercially available piezo-electric tiptilt translator (Physics Instrumente (PI) S-315.10 Piezoelectric Tip-Tilt translator, from now on
called piezo (Fig. 3.3)), with accompanying three channel amplifier for low voltage piezoelectric
translators (PI E-663.00). A 10 mm diameter aperture through the center of the translator allows
optical beams to pass the piezo. The piezo can translate the mirror over 12 µm and tilt the mirror
with a maximum angle of 600 µrad. It is made from low voltage piezo crystals, so it reaches its
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maximum translation or angle at an applied voltage of 100 V. For symmetry purposes, the other
mirror is mounted on a a dummy translator with identical dimensions, but without the piezo
functionality inside.

Piezo
stack

20
10

Fig. 3.3: The piezo package. The length of the cavity can be scanned by applying a voltage
to all three piezo stacks simultaneously. By applying a voltage to one of the piezo stacks
the mirror can be tilted.

The piezo and the dummy are mounted in the second stage of the total mirror mount. This
part provides a way to accurately align the mirrors by sophisticated 2-D hinges (Fig. 3.4). It
also houses the means to protect the mirrors from the discharge (Fig. 3.5). The central part of
the mirror mount is equipped with baffles over a length of ca. 15 cm, to decrease the chance of
radicals to reach the mirrors. Next to this an extra gas flow can be injected at the position of the
mirrors to flush the mirrors continuously with e.g. argon.

Spindle

Piezo + mirror
Hinge

Fig. 3.4: Schematic view on the hinge designed to align the mirror. By turning the spindle,
which is equipped with two slightly different threads, the part of the mirror mount holding
the piezo and the mirror can be aligned. A second hinge perpendicular to the hinge shown
in the figure enables the mirror to be aligned in the other direction.
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Purge gas
Mirror
Piezo

Fig. 3.5: Schematic view on the cental part of the mirror mount designed to protect the
mirrors from the discharge.

3.2.3 The mirrors
The mirrors for the CRDS setup were obtained from II-VI inc. The substrate is a round piece of
zinc-selenide (ZnSe), 3 mm thick, with a diameter of 25 mm. One side of the substrate is flat,
and the other side is concave, with a radius of curvature of 1 meter. The flat side has an antireflection coating, and the spherical side bears the multi-layer coating. The reflectivity is higher
than 0.996 for the complete wavelength range from 4.2 to 5.6 µm (Fig. 3.6). To avoid multiple
reflections at the backside of the mirror, the flat side stays under an angle of ca. 3 degrees with
the optical path.
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Fig. 3.6: Spectral reflectivity of the mirrors.
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Fig. 3.7: Corresponding ring down time for a 1 meter cavity.

3.3 The vacuum system
3.3.1 The vacuum vessel
The vessel consists of four parts. The central part is a horizontally orientated stainless-steel
cylinder, 80 cm long with an inner diameter of 45 cm. This part accommodates and supports
the ring down cavity, and is equipped with the apertures for the discharge and the pumps, the
apertures for the optical windows and the electrical or other connections. It is sealed with two
shells that contain the ring down windows and the ellipsometry windows.

Fig. 3.8: Side and front view on the closed vacuum vessel.

The aperture in the bottom of the central cylinder is connected to the slightly adapted lower
part of the original vacuum vessel of the old silane setup. Besides the 160 mm flange in the top,
used to connect it to the main vessel, are two other 160 mm flanges and six 40 mm flanges. One
of the 160 mm flanges goes directly to the turbo molecular pump, and the other one is a spare
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flange. Two of the 40 mm flanges are used for a bypass line to the turbo and roughing pumps,
the other four have versatile functions (e.g. pressure gauges).
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Fig. 3.9: Cross-sections of the new vacuum vessel.

Fig. 3.10: Cross-sections of the total setup, mounted on its frame.
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3.3.2 The pumps
The pumping system consists of three pumps: a double stage rotary pump (Leybold Trivac
D65BCS), a roots blower (Leybold Ruvac WS251), and a turbo molecular pump (Leybold Turbovac 450). The roughing pumps can pump the vessel directly, via a bypass, to a fore-pressure
of ca. 10−2 mbar. At this pressure the bypass has to be shut and the turbo molecular pump
brings the pressure to 10−6 mbar or lower. The turbo pump can either pump the vessel directly
via the 160 mm flange, or via a bypass. The last option is used when large amounts of dust
particles are produced in the discharge. The bypass is then used to catch the dust particles as
much as possible and prevent them from reaching the pumps.

3.3.3 Gas supply
Three gas lines with three different mass-flow controllers end, via a manifold, in one gas line
that leads to the vacuum vessel. Each single gas line can be closed by a pneumatic valve, as can
the main line.

3.3.4 The PLC
The programmable logic controller (PLC) guards the setup and protects the equipment and
personnel for unsafe situations. Starting at the rotary pump, each pump or valve in the setup
can only be operated when all parts that come before it, satisfy certain safety rules. The main
safety rules are as follows:
• The rotary pump can be turned on when all the three phases of the 380 V power supply
are present.
• If the rotary pump is running and has reached a sufficiently low pressure in between the
rotary pump and the roots blower, the roots blower can be switched on. Also, when the
rotary pump is running, the bypass from the roughing pumps to the vacuum vessel can
be opened. This valve will be closed automatically, or refuse to open, when the pressure
inside the vessel is below 5 · 10−2 mbar.
• If the pressure after the roots blower reaches 10−1 mbar, and the water cooling of the turbo
pump is running, the turbo pump can be turned on. When the turbo pump is accelerating
or running, the main valve between the turbo pump and the vacuum vessel can be opened.
This will automatically close the valve to the bypass. If the turbo pump does not reach its
final speed within 10 minutes, the main valve is closed and the turbo pump is shut down.
• When the turbo pump has reached its final speed, the gas supply lines and the plasma
chamber can be operated.
• In case of an emergency, e.g. a major vacuum breakdown or a manual alarm, all valves in
the gas supply and all valves to the pumps are closed and the pumps are turned off.
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Fig. 3.11: Pump and gas supply diagram.

3.4 The discharge
The discharge chamber
The design of the discharge chamber is based on the ”plasma box” approach introduced by
Bouchoule and Boufendi in Orléans. It has a shower head type powered electrode in a grounded
cylindrical chamber, or so called pill box, 14 cm in diameter. The diameter of the powered
electrode is 13.5 cm. The bottom of the grounded housing is made of a grid, to establish a well
defined laminar flow through the whole plasma region. The side wall of the plasma box is a 40
mm high cylinder, with a wall thickness of 5 mm.
The plasma box is modular in design, and the bottom grid and the side wall can easily be
replaced to adapt the plasma chamber for other experiments, e.g. probe measurements. By making suitable apertures in the side wall, optical beams can be scanned horizontally or vertically
through the complete plasma region.
The top part of the grounded housing is thermostrated by a closed cycle water heating system. Due to the wall thickness and material, the complete chamber will obtain a homogeneous
temperature, that can be set anywhere between 10 and 95 o C. A thermocouple connected to the
grounded housing controls the temperature.
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Fig. 3.12: Cross-section of the modular discharge chamber.

3.4.1 The manipulator
Since the alignment of the optical beam of the CRDS experiment is very critical, spatially
resolved measurements have to be performed by scanning the discharge through the optical
beam. Therefore, the plasma chamber is mounted on a 2-D manipulator. The manipulator is
moved by two DC motors outside the vacuum vessel, which scan the plasma over the complete
vertical extent of the discharge, and, because of the rotational symmetry, over half the diameter
of the discharge. The scanning resolution is 0.05 mm vertically, and 0.1 mm horizontally.
Scanning the discharge gives line-of-sight-integrated 2-D spatially resolved lateral measurements, that can be converted into radial profiles by Abel inversion.

Fig. 3.13: (left) The plasma box underneath the manipulator; (right) Close-up of the plasma
box. (Pictures taken before the apertures were made in the side wall)
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3.5 The diode laser system
3.5.1 Basic principles of semiconductor diode lasers
As the name already suggests, semiconductor diode lasers are made of semiconductors, and
have the electrical characteristics of diodes. A diode consists of two layers of semiconductor
material. One of the layers is doped with acceptor impurities (holes), or p-doped, and the other
layer is doped with donor impurities, or n-doped. At the interface of the two layers, called the
p-n-junction, the majority carriers from one layer diffuse into the other layer. This diffusion
causes the p-doped material to become negatively charged and the n-doped layer to become
positively charged. This effectively stops further diffusion, and so a depletion layer is formed.
If a current is injected via two electrodes, extra recombination sites are generated in the
depletion zone. The energy from the recombination processes can be released either as heat or
as light, with the latter option giving rise to the name Light Emitting Diode (LED).
Two extra features are needed to turn a LED into a laser diode: population inversion and a
resonant cavity [48]. The population inversion is created by an excess in the injected current.
The cavity is formed by the polished or cleaved end facets of the crystal. Typical cavity lengths
of a laser diode are several hundreds of micrometers. The photons that bounce up and down the
cavity stimulate the recombination sites to release their energy by emitting photons, before the
energy is dissipated as heat.
Vertical confinement is obtained by the use of double heterostructures, around an undoped,
or intrinsic layer. The intrinsic layer, which acts as the recombination zone, is sandwiched
between a p-doped structure and an n-doped structure, that both consist of two identically doped
materials with different refractive indices. The change in refractive index effectively confines
the photons vertically.
Two methods exist to confine the photons in the horizontal plane, perpendicular to the optical path: index guiding and gain guiding. With index guiding, the active zone is limited
horizontally by two regions with another refractive index, just like the vertical confinement.
Gain guiding is obtained by limiting the horizontal extent of the injection current, end thereby
limiting the region of population inversion (Fig. 3.14). In both ways, laser action can be limited
to a narrow stripe, several µm broad, less than a µm thick, and ca. 250 µm long.
current

electrodes
p-doped material
High-resistance material

heterojunction 1
recombination zone
heterojunction 2

p-doped confinement layer
intrinsic layer
n-doped confinement layer
n-doped substrate

Fig. 3.14: End view of a gain guided stripe laser diode.
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Lead salt laser diodes
Laser diodes that emit light in the visible or near infrared are made of compounds of elements
with 3 and 5 valence electrons (e.g. Ga, As, In, etc.), the so called III-V semiconductors. To
create laser diodes that emit longer wavelengths, materials are needed with a much smaller band
gap. These materials are composed of three (ternary) or four (quarternary) elements with 2 and
6 valence electrons (e.g. Pb, Sn, Se, etc.)[49]. The combination of valence states II and VI leads
to bonds somewhat more ionic than in III-V compounds, and gives these materials a salt-like
crystalline structure. Since most of those compounds contain the element lead, they are called
lead salt laser diodes.
Laser diodes based on PbEuSeTe emit light in the range from 3.3 to 6 µm . Diodes made
from PbSSe cover the range from 4.2 to 8 µm , and the PbSnTe and PbSeSn compounds extend
the range up to 30 µm . To reduce the blackbody emission in the laser wavelength band, lead
salt laser diodes are operated at cryogenic temperatures.
The center wavelength of a diode is determined by the exact combination of materials. But,
the temperature and the driving current control the cavity length and the refractive index of the
laser channel, and by changing this refractive index and the temperature, the wavelength can be
tuned over ca. 200 cm−1 .
In practice, tuning is complicated by hopping between different modes. The modes are
typically one to three wavenumbers long, and lie several wavenumbers apart. Each individual
mode is ca. 0.0003 cm−1 , or 10 MHz wide (Fig. 2.2).
Beam characteristics
The emitting area of a diode is wider than it is high, and both dimensions are in the order of,
or smaller than the wavelength of the emitted light (Fig. 3.14). Therefore, the diode produces a
rapidly diverging beam, with divergences that can be 50 degrees or more. Since the height of the
active region of the diode is smaller than the width, the divergence in the plane perpendicular
to the active layer will be larger than the divergence parallel to the active layer. The resulting
beam is therefore not only very divergent, it is also astigmatic.

3.5.2 The helium cooled diode laser system
The helium cooled diode laser system is purchased as a complete system, consisting of the
Laser Photonics L5800 laser source assembly, a monochomator, a sample cell, an etalon, several
detectors and accompanying optics. The laser source assembly itself contains the laser modules,
cooling equipment, temperature stabilizer and current source.
The cooling equipment and temperature stabilizer
To reach the necessary cryogenic temperatures, the laser diodes are contained in a closed-cycle
helium refrigerator (Laser Photonics L5731). The laser diodes itself consists of a properly
doped, single crystal, lead salt chip, several hundreds of micrometers long and wide, mounted
in a gold-plated copper package. This copper package is ca. 20 mm long, 6 mm broad and 5
mm high, and functions as the heat sink for the diode. The refrigerator can hold up to four of
those packages.
The refrigerator is capable of maintaining temperatures down to 10 K, with a stability better
than 3 · 10−4 K over the complete operating range from 20 to 60 K. This stability is obtained
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by the use of the Laser Photonics L5720 Cryogenic Temperature Stabilizer, which uses two
silicon diode sensors and a heater. The required temperature can be set with the coarse and fine
temperature controls on the front panel of the L5720, or via a BNC connector on the back of the
unit. Another BNC connector can be used to measure the deviation between the setpoint and
the actual temperature.
The current source
The current through the diode is provided by the Laser Photonics L5820 Laser Control Module.
This is a highly stable current supply, that incorporates a variety of protection features and
sweep and modulation options for operating tunable diode lasers. The laser current can be set
with the coarse and fine current controls on the front panel, or via a BNC connector on the front
panel of the laser control module. The current changes 20 mA per applied volt, and the applied
voltage may be varied between -10 and +10 volts. To resolve a rovibrational absorption line it
is necessary to take current steps in the order of 10−5 A.
The collimating optics
In order to turn the diverging beam coming out of the diode into a more parallel beam that can
be transported over longer distances, a collimating lens or mirror has to be used. Therefore,
the L5800 laser source assembly is equipped with an off-axis parabolic mirror (OAP mirror).
This OAP mirror has a focal length of 20 mm and is equipped with three micrometer screws for
precise positioning in all three translational directions.
The monochromator
To select one of the modes coming out of the diode, a monochromator (Laser Photonics L5151)
is positioned directly after the refrigerator and the OAP mirror. Inside the monochromator,
the multimode beam is sent through a 400 Hz mechanical chopper. Subsequently, the beam is
expanded and projected on a blazed grating. After the grating, the beam is compressed again,
and sent through a 1 mm slit, to select one of the modes. The grating is controlled by the grating
control unit. This unit can be controlled manually or via the RS-232 interface.

3.6 The detection branch
The detector
In principle, there are two basic types of infrared detectors: thermal detectors and photon detectors. In thermal detectors, the absorption of radiant energy causes a raise in temperature of
the detector, and thereby a change in its electrical properties. The response of these detectors
is slow and the detectivity is several orders lower than that of photon detectors, which makes
them unsuitable for CRDS experiments.
In photon detectors, incident photons interact directly with the electrons in the detector material, which makes them very fast and very sensitive. The response of a photon detector is
heavily wavelength dependent. The upper limit of the detectable wavelength range is defined
by the band gap of the detector material. The most commonly used materials are ternary semiconductor compounds of mercury, cadmium and telluride (MCT or HgCdTe), for which the
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band gap can be chosen between 5 and 24 µm by changing the amount of cadmium. Another
often used compound is indium antimonide (InSb). This material has a fixed band gap at ca.
6 µm . For wavelengths below the band gap the response of the detector increases linearly
with the wavelength, because of the linear relation between the number of photons per watt of
incident energy and the wavelength.
The performance of detectors is generally described by the noise equivalent power (N.E.P.)
and the time constant. In order to be able to compare different types of detectors, a figure of
merit which is normalized with respect to the detector area (A) and the noise bandwidth (∆f )
is defined:

1
· A · ∆f
(3.1)
D∗ =
N.E.P.
The time constant
is defined by the chopping frequency at which the response of the detector
√
has fallen to 1/ 2 of its maximum value.
The wavelength range of the first mid-infrared CRDS experiments is limited by the reflectivity of the mirrors to 4.2-5.6 µm . Since this wavelength range coincides almost perfectly with
the maximum of the spectral response of InSb detectors, and InSb detectors are typically one
order of magnitude faster than MCT detectors, the detector that will be used for the first experiments with the CRDS setup is a liquid nitrogen cooled InSb photodiode (Kolmar Technology
KISDP-0.5-J2).
To reduce the noise level, the detector size has to be chosen as small as possible. However,
the detector size can not be too small since the beam coming out of the ring down cavity is
strongly diverging because of the negative lens effects of the cavity mirrors, and it has to be
focused on the detector by a positive lens. To make the alignment of the detector and the lens
somewhat easier, the size of the detector is chosen to 0.5 × 0.5 mm 2 .
With a typical laser power at the front of the ring down cavity of ca. 10 µW, and an expected
transmission of the ring down cavity that is limited by the ratio between the cavity line width
and the laser line width to less than 1 %, the laser power coming out of the cavity is estimated
to be between 10 and 100 nW.
The peak detectivity (D ∗ ) of this detector is ca. 1 · 1011 cmHz1/2 W−1 and the bandwidth is
50 MHz. With an active area of 0.5 × 0.5 mm2 the noise equivalent power can be calculated
from Eq. (3.1) to be ca. 4 nW. Due to the integrated amplifier, 4 nW of incident power results in
a signal of ca. 4 mV.
Amplifier and trigger circuit
During the alignment of the cavity the noise bandwidth can be reduced several orders of magnitude to increase the signal to noise ratio, and during the actual CRDS measurements the noise
bandwidth can be reduced to several MHz, which gives a noise equivalent power of less than 1
nW.
To obtain the reduction of the noise bandwidth and amplify the signal to several hundreds
of mV, a low pass filter and an extra amplifier are added to the detection line.
The amplifier has two stages. The first stage has an amplification of a factor of 5, and an
output impedance of 1 MΩ. The second stage has an amplification of a factor of 10, but this
stage has an output impedance of 50 Ω. As an extra option, the detector offset can be subtracted
before amplification. To decrease the noise level, the bandwidth of the signal is limited by a 2
MHz low-pass filter. The resulting 50 Ω signal can be transported to an analog signal recorder.
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To start the analog signal recorder, a level trigger is added to the detection branch. The level
trigger has a 1 MΩ input impedance, and is inserted in parallel to the main signal line. The
output level is TTL-compatible, with an impedance of 50 Ω. The trigger level can be set in the
range from 0 to 1 volt, and the minimum delay is ca. 40 ns.
The total detection scheme is depicted in Fig. 3.15. The laser current control unit sets the
laser at a certain wavelength. The sine wave generator scans the piezo, and thereby the cavity
length, in order to establish a periodic coupling of the cavity and the laser. When the cavity
length matches the laser wavelength, a cavity mode builds up, and light starts to leak out at the
other side of the cavity. This light is focused on the detector. The detector signal is amplified
and passes through a low-pass filter before it reaches the signal recorder. At a certain signal
level, a level comparator, which is connected parallel to the signal recorder generates a trigger
pulse. This trigger pulse first starts the signal recorder, and then triggers the pulse generator that
will detune the laser for several tens of µs to start the exponential decay of the light intensity
inside the cavity.
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Fig. 3.15: The detection scheme of the CRDS setup.

3.7 Laser control and data acquisition
The data acquisition and the control of the laser both needed new hardware and accompanying
software. Since the control and the acquisition are heavily dependent on each other, it was
desirable to obtain a modular and flexible system that combined both functions.
The Measurement and Computer Science group of the Eindhoven University of Technology
develops and fabricates modular systems to control experiments and collect and process phys-
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ical data: the TUeDACS system. A large number of standard modules is available and can be
made to cooperate in many different ways. If necessary, the standard modules can be adapted
according the wishes of the end user, either by changes in the on board software or by changes
in the hardware.
The resulting TUeDACS system is a stand alone control and acquisition unit, that can be
connected to a PC in order to set up the experiment and collect the data afterwards. The complete system is delivered with accompanying LabWindows drivers for each module.

3.7.1 Description of the different parts
The Clock Signal Generator (CSG)
The only function of the clock signal generator is to provide clock signals for the other interfaces. The clock signal generator is therefore equipped with 6 programmable clock outputs.
Each output generates TTL compatible signal levels at programmable frequencies in the range
from 0.5 Hz to 80 MHz. The available frequencies are 0.5 Hz, 1 Hz, 2 Hz, 5 Hz, 10 Hz, 20 Hz,
... , 5 MHz, 10 MHz and 20 MHz, plus 40 and 80 MHz.
The Programmable Pulse Generator (PPG)
The programmable pulse generator is used to generate eight synchronous pulse sequences. It
has eight pulse outputs that generate arbitrary programmable TTL-compatible pulse sequences
at a maximum frequency of 20 MHz. Each sequence can be 217 patterns long.
In normal operation, the eight pulse sequences are started by either a software trigger signal
or an external trigger pulse on the trigger input connector. At each subsequent clock pulse
received over the clock signal input connector, the next pulse pattern is put on the eight pulse
output connectors.
The Mixed Signal Interface (MSI)
As its name suggests, the mixed signal interface has a number of different functions. The three
major sub-functions are the ADC sub-function, the DAC sub-function and the digital I/O subfunction.
The ADC sub-function has four independent, differential, 12-bit inputs. The range can be
set to 1.25, 2.5, 5 or 10 V, in either unipolar or bipolar operation. The maximum sample rate is
100 kHz.
The DAC sub-function has two independent output channels. The output range can be
selected by software to 5 or 10 V, unipolar or bipolar, and the resolution is again 12 bits.
The digital I/O sub-function has 8 digital I/O lines. Each line is separately programmable
as either input or output.
The Analog Signal Generator (ASG)
The analog signal generator is used to generate four independent, synchronous analog signals.
The four signals are available through BNC connectors, and the bipolar output range can be set
to 2.5, 5 or 10 V. The resolution of the signals is 16 bits, and the frequency at which the signals
are generated is determined by an external clock, at a maximum of 5 MHz. Each DAC channel
has a separate memory, that can store a maximum of 2 19 samples.
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The Analog Signal Recorder (ASR)
The most important part of the data acquisition system for the CRDS experiments is the analog
signal recorder. It has two 12-bit analog input channels, with an input voltage range of -1 to
+1 V. Each channel has a 32-bit deep memory, so the ASR can average (i.e. add) 220 transients
before the data has to be transferred to another device. The sampling rate is determined by an
external clock input, with a maximum of 20 MHz.
An external trigger input, ready for trigger output, external add/subtract selection input and
external gate input make this device a very flexible device that can be used for many different
applications.

3.7.2 Different modes of operation
Combination of the different parts makes many applications possible. The three most important
applications for the CRDS setup are described below.
Composition of a mode chart
Before a laser diode can be used, a mode chart has to be made to establish at which current and
which temperature the laser emits which wavelength.
For each laser temperature, the monochromator is scanned over the wavelength range of
interest and the current is scanned over its complete range. To minimize the necessary time, the
laser current has to be scanned fast, with a maximum step time of 10 ms.
The temperature is controlled by a DAC output of the MSI, and the deviation from the
setpoint is measurered with an ADC of the MSI. The monochromator is controlled via a RS232 interface, which is directly connected to the computer. The laser current is controlled by
one of the DAC outputs of the ASG. The detector signal is fed to a lock-in amplifier, which is
connected to an ADC input of the ASR. One of the clock signals of the CSG is used as a trigger
for the PPG, another clock output is used as the clock signal for the PPG. Two pulse output
channels of the PPG are used as clock signals for the ASG and the ASR. One of the digital I/O
ports of the MSI is used as the main trigger for the ASG and the ASR.
In this way, it is possible to make a complete four dimensional mode chart (intensity as a
function of the temperature, current and monochromator setting) of one laser diode within eight
hours (Fig. 2.2).
Making of a beam profile
In order to measure the beam profile the detector was put on a 2-D translation stage and scanned
through the complete beam. For this, the translation stage is equipped with two stepper motors,
which are controlled by their own stepper motor controllers. These stepper motor control units
can be controlled remotely with an adequate pulse signal to set the speed of the motors, and
TTL signals to select the direction of travel.
The TTL signals are provided by the digital I/O ports of the MSI. The pulse signals are
generated with two output channels of the PPG. A clock signal output of the CSG is used as a
clock input for the PPG.
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Cavity ring down measurements
For the CRDS experiments, the laser temperature is constant and can therefore be controlled
manually. The monochromator is controlled by the RS-232 interface. Since the laser current
is only changed relatively slow, and the intervals between the different laser currents are not
constant, it is controlled by one of the DAC outputs of the MSI. The detector signal is connected
to one of the ADC input channels of the ASR. The PPG is used as a trigger delay generator.
Pulse channel 0 is connected to the trigger input of the ASR. Pulse channel 1 gives a pulse with
an adjustable delay, that is used to detune the laser and start the cavity ring down effect. The
PPG itself is triggered by a level triggerer, which is directly coupled to the detector signal. So,
when there is enough signal in the cavity, the analog signal recorder is started, and after some
delay, typically 100 ns, the laser is detuned to start the exponential decay.
One of the clock signal outputs of the CSG is used as the clock input signal for the ASR to
set the sample rate, and another clock output is used as clock input for the PPG.

4
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4.1 Introduction
The combination of a confocal optical cavity and a low power laser diode makes it necessary
that the laser beam is coupled into the cavity perfectly. However, the beam of a laser diode
suffers from beam imperfections. The divergence of the beam is several tens of degrees, and
differs for the horizontal and vertical direction. An off-axis parabolic mirror is used to transform
the diverging beam into a parallel beam, after which it has to be guided through a monochromator in order to select one of the modes. The available monochromator consists of four flat
mirrors, four spherical mirrors, a grating, a chopper and a slit. During the passage through the
monochromator, the power losses have to be kept to a minimum. After the monochromator, the
beam has to pass two other mirrors, two diaphragms and a lens, over a total path length of 6
meters, during which the beam quality has to be maintained.
Since the diode laser is not specifically designed for these purposes, its manual does not
address the issue of beam quality control. Therefore, a thorough investigation of the beam
characteristics of the diode laser was necessary. The investigation starts at the diode, then
continues with the OAP mirror, and ends with the monochromator.

4.2 The beam profiler
The wavelength range and output power of the laser diode prevent the application of conventional methods to visualize the beam. The only suitable detectors are the liquid nitrogen cooled
mercury-cadmium-telluride (HCT or MCT) and indium-antimonide (InSb) detectors. These
detectors have a typical active area in the order of 1 mm2. In order to obtain a complete beam
profile, we constructed a 2-D translational stage, that can scan the complete detector ca. 50 mm
horizontally and 32 mm vertically (Fig. 4.1). The translation stages are moved by two stepper
motors, which are controlled by the TUeDACS system that also collects the data. In this way, a
complete beam profile with sub-millimeter resolution can be obtained in ca. 15 minutes.

Fig. 4.1: Front and side view of the ’Beam Profiler’.
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4.3 The laser diode
The first objective is to characterize the beam as it comes out of the diode. Therefore, the coldhead is taken from the optical assembly, and the beam profiler is placed as close to the KRS-5
window of the cold-head as possible. The distance from the detector surface to the diode could
not be measured, but was estimated to be somewhere between 15 and 20 mm. The measured
beam profile was roughly elliptical, with a diameter of 25 to 30 mm.
From the diameter and the distance to the detector, the divergence was estimated to be 35 to
45 degrees. The measured power distribution was not Gaussian, but more or loss random, with
three strong lobes.

4.4 The off-axis parabolic mirror
The off-axis parabolic mirror has a focal length of 20 mm and a diameter of 35 mm. It is
equipped with three micrometers, to align it in all three translational directions. The emitting
surface of the diode is positioned in the focal point of the parabola. The OAP mirror is fabricated
and aligned to deflect the beam over 90 degrees. The average distance from the diode to the
mirror is ca. 4 cm. Because of the divergence of the beam and the distance between the diode
and the mirror, the size of the beam at the position of the mirror is larger than the mirror itself,
and therefore the diameter of the beam after reflection is limited by the size of the mirror, not
by the divergence of the diode (Fig. 4.2). Another consequence of this configuration is that a
substantial part of the beam is not reflected by the OAP at all, and the laser power that does hit
the mirror is distributed very inhomogeneously. The resulting power distribution of the beam
after reflection on the OAP mirror is even more inhomogeneous than at the exit of the diode.
Lost laser power
left side

o

30
Diode

OAP mirror
Used laser power
left side and
right side

Lost laser power
right side

Fig. 4.2: Parts of the beam missing the mirror.

In theory, any light emitted by a point source in the focal point of the OAP mirror is reflected
parallel to the optical axis. This makes an OAP mirror the most appropriate optical device to
collimate the beam emitted by the laser diode.
However, to achieve this in practice is very difficult because of a number of issues: First of
all, the exact point at which the laser diode emits its light is not known. The total diode is ca.
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200 × 200 µm 2 , and the location of the laser cavity cannot be distinguished from the rest of the
end surface. Secondly, the exact focal point of the OAP mirror is very difficult to determine.
Even with a blown-up parallel HeNe beam illuminating the OAP mirror from the other direction,
the error margin in the focal point is larger than the size of the diode. And finally, the effect of a
small misalignment of the OAP mirror in any of the three directions is not known, which makes
it very difficult to estimate the magnitude and the direction of misalignment from a measured
beam profile.
These problems are tackled by a combination of the ray-tracing program Zemax and measurements of the beam profile. In Zemax the beam cross-section is determined at a certain
distance from the OAP mirror, as a function of the misalignment along one of the axes of the
mirror. The choice of the system of coordinates is given in Fig. 4.3
Top view

OAP mirror

+X

Diode
+Y

+Z

Fig. 4.3: Definition of the orientation of the axes of the OAP mirror.

Because of the size of the figures in the next section, they are placed on separate pages behind
the text.
The x-axis
The Zemax simulations show that misalignment along the x-axis, or the direction along the
path of the reflected beam, has a severe influence on the shape of the beam profile (Fig. 4.4). If
the mirror is misaligned in the negative x-direction, the beam becomes elongated in the vertical
direction. If the mirror is misaligned in the positive x-direction, the beam first develops a pointed
side. If the misalignment or the distance to the mirror is increased, the sharp point grows out
into a second lobe, and the beam starts to look like a bow tie. If the distance is even further
increased, the second lobe will become larger than the original beam. A second consequence of
misalignment along the x-axis is a change of the direction of propagation in the x-z plane.
For the measurements of the effect of misalignment along the x-axis (Fig. 4.5), the mirror
was also misaligned by +0.4 mm along the z-axis (Lower left profile in Fig. 4.9) . This was
done to decrease the size of the beam, and prevent clipping by the 35 mm aperture in the optical
assembly of the diode laser system. This extra misalignment might explain the difference in the
magnitude of the effect of the misalignment along the x-axis. The complete beam profiler was
repositioned in order to allow for a complete profile of the beam within the scanning range of the
beam profiler. This explains why the measured profiles do not show the change in propagation
direction at different magnitudes of misalignments.
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The y-axis
The y-axis determines the height of the mirror relative to the diode. The Zemax simulations
show that a slight misalignment along this axis results in a rotated and a distorted beam profile
(Fig. 4.6). The way the beam is rotated is directly related to the direction of misalignment, and
the sharp side of the beam profile points in the direction where the mirror should be moved.
The direction of propagation is also altered in the direction of misalignment. So, if the mirror
is too low, the beam will have a sharp side pointing upwards, a lobe that points downwards, and
it will be propagating in a direction also tilted downwards.
Again, to measure the effect of misalignment along the y-axis, the beam was slightly converged by a simultaneous misaligninment of the z-axis. The height of the beam profiler was
adapted for each measurement, to prevent the beam from falling largely above or below the
scanning range of the vertical translation stage.
The z-axis
The z-axis, or the distance between the diode and the mirror, determines the divergence of
the beam. The Zemax simulations show that if the distance is too large, the beam converges,
and if the distance is too small, the beam diverges (Fig. 4.8). A few tenths of a millimeter
misalignment already results in a beam diameter half or double the size of the original beam
diameter after a few meters. This type of misalignment hardly affects the direction of the
reflected beam.
The measurements show only beam profiles for misalignments in the positive z-direction
(Fig. 4.9). This was done, since the aperture in the optical assembly would limit the size of the
beam to 35 mm anyway, and the scanning range of the beam profiler was also limited to 32 mm.
With the obtained knowledge about the effects of displacements of the OAP mirror, it is possible to optimize the beam quality. To do this, the beam profiler is first put right after the exit
hole of the optical assembly. Here, the beam profile is optimized along all three axes. The beam
is made horizontally symmetric by optimizing the y-axis, and as circular as possible by optimizing the x-axis. In addition, the z-axis is aligned in such a way, that the beam has a diameter
of ca. 30 to 35 mm. When all this is achieved simultaneously, the beam profiler is positioned
one meter further away from the OAP mirror, and the whole process is repeated. By placing
the beam profiler at a longer distance from the OAP mirror, the effect of the misalignment is
amplified.
After bringing the alignment to perfection, the resulting circular laser beam will have a
diameter of 35 mm, and can be transported over several meters without loss of beam quality
and laser power. At this point, the pellicle beam splitter can be positioned in front of the HeNe
laser, and the HeNe laser beam must be aligned to follow the same optical path as the infrared
beam. The HeNe beam can now be used as a guiding beam, to simplify the alignement of the
diode laser beam.
However, before the diode laser can be used for the CRDS experiments, it has to be led
through the monochromator, to select one of the available modes.
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Fig. 4.4: Zemax ray-tracing simulation. Increasing distance from the mirror, with a constant
misalignment of the x-axis.
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Fig. 4.5: Measured beam profiles. Distance to the OAP mirror is 1 meter, with increasing
misalignment of the x-axis.
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Fig. 4.6: Zemax ray-tracing simulation. Increasing distance from the mirror, with a constant
misalignment of the y-axis.
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Fig. 4.7: Measured beam profiles. Distance to the OAP mirror is 1 meter, with increasing
misalignment of the y-axis.
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Fig. 4.8: Zemax ray-tracing simulation. Increasing distance from the mirror, with a constant
misalignment of the z-axis.
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Fig. 4.9: Measured beam profiles. Distance to the OAP mirror is 1 meter, with increasing
misalignment of the z-axis.
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4.5 The monochromator
The design of the monochromator appears to have several shortcomings. First of all, the size
of the used optical elements is too small for the incoming laser beam. Therefore, the beam
is clipped many times during the passage through the monochromator, which results in a significant reduction in laser power. Furthermore, the interior of the monochromator makes it
impossible to use the beam profiler, so the alignment of the many optical elements has to be
done with the HeNe guiding laser.

G
OAP mirror

Beam
splitter

A1

M1

M6

M3

C

Cold head

HeNe
guiding
laser

M8

A1 = A2 = 35 mm aperture
M1 = M8 = Flat mirror 24x24 mm
M2 = M7 = Spherical mirror 25 mm
M3 = M6 = Flat mirror
M4 = M5 = Spherical mirror 58 mm
G = Grating
C = Chopper
S = Slit

S

M4
M2

A2

M5
M7

Fig. 4.10: Optical path through the monochromator.

The effect of the size of the optical elements
The first mirror the infrared beam encounters in the monochromator is a flat rectangular mirror,
24 mm high and 34 mm wide (M1 in Fig. 4.10). The mirror is aligned under an angle of 45
degrees with the incoming beam, so the effective size of this mirror is 24 mm square, and the
circular beam is reduced to a square beam of 24 × 24 mm. The next mirror (M2) is a spherical
round mirror, with a diameter of 25 mm. This mirror transforms the beam into a circular beam
again, with a reduced diameter of 25 mm. This spherical mirror has a focal point at the position
of the chopper (C), positioned about 22 cm away from the mirror surface. From the focal point
at the chopper, the beam diameter expands, but at the position of the rectangular flat mirror M3,
the beam does not cover the complete mirror. The beam diameter continues to expand, and has
grown to a size of ca. 67 mm at the position of the next spherical mirror (M4), which will make
the beam parallel again. However, M4 is a rectangular mirror of 58 × 58 mm, and it will clip
the edges of the circular beam. The parallel beam is projected on the grating (G), which has an
effective size of 46 × 40 mm (H × W ). So, the grating clips the beam again, which results in a
rectangular beam of 46 × 40 mm.
This beam is guided through the second part of the monochromator, which is the mirror
image of the first part, with a slit (S) at the position of the chopper. In this part, at each mirror
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surface the beam dimensions are smaller than the mirror sizes, and so in the end, the size of
the grating determines the final size of the beam coming out of the monochromator. Since the
beam is compressed by the two spherical mirrors M5 and M7, the final beam size will be ca.
20
· (46 × 40) = 17 × 14.7 mm.
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Fig. 4.11: Development of the beam profile during the passage through the monochromator.
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Because of the clipping inside the monochromator, the total area of the beam profile is
reduced from ca. 960 mm2 to ca. 250 mm2: almost a factor 4. The total available laser power is
also reduced by a factor of four.
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Fig. 4.12: Beam profiles before and after the monochromator.
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Paraxial treatment of the monochromator
Since the final beam size is determined by the size of the grating, the paraxial analysis can be
limited to the second half of the monochromator, starting at the grating (Fig. 4.13).
outgoing beam

20 cm

M7

54 cm

slit

48 cm

grating

M5

incoming beam

Fig. 4.13: Simplified scheme of the part of the monochromator after the grating.

With the aid of the standard matrix treatment of paraxial geometrical optics (see e.g. [45]),
the passage of the beam depicted in Fig. 4.13 can be written like:
αf
yf

=

1
0
2000 1

1
0

−1
200

1

1 0
200 1

1 0
540 1

1
0

−1
540

1

1 0
480 1

αi
yi

,

(4.1)

with αi and yi resp. the initial angle of the laser beam with the optical axis and the distance to
the optical axis. Each optical element is represented by a 2-by-2 matrix that either changes the
propagation direction or the distance from the optical axis. By solving the matrices the final
angle with the optical axis (αf ) and distance from the optical axis (yf ) can be calculated.
Starting at the end, the first four by four matrix is the transfer matrix from the grating to
mirror M5, which are ca. 48 cm apart. The next matrix is the refraction matrix of mirror M5,
which changes the angle to the optical axis. This matrix is followed by the transfer matrix
from mirror M5 to the position of the slit, and the transfer matrix from the slit to mirror M7.
Then follows the refraction matrix for mirror M7, and finally a transfer matrix to a plane at an
arbitrary chosen distance from the last mirror (in this case 2 meters).
To use Eq. (4.1), it is necessary to know the angular dispersion of the grating and the mode
spacing of the used diode. The mode chart of the used laser diode (Fig. 2.2) shows that subsequent modes are ca. 2.5 cm−1 apart. The angular dispersion of the grating can be determined
from the grating equation:
a (sin Θm − sin Θi ) = mλ,
(4.2)
with a = 1/90 mm the grating constant, m = −2 the grating order, λ chosen to be 4.6 µm ,
and Θi and Θm the angles of the incoming beam and the reflected beam, with the normal of the
grating. For our chosen wavelength of 4.6 µm , these angles are resp. 30.8 o and −18.5o .
The angular dispersion is now defined as:
D=

m
dΘ
= 0.190 µm−1.
=
dλ
a cos Θm

(4.3)

For a mode spacing of 2.5 cm−1 , or 0.00503 µm , the angular dispersion, and thus the initial
angle between different modes, will be 1.01 mrad.
Assuming that all the modes start at the grating on the optical axis, and using the angle of
1.01 mrad for two modes 2.5 cm −1 apart, Eq. 4.1 can be rewritten as:
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−2.72 · 10−3
1.136

,

(4.4)

with d the distance to mirror M7. With this equation, it is possible to calculate the geometrical
distance between different modes, at any position after the grating. From Eq. 4.4 it follows
directly that the angular dispersion is increased by a factor of 2.7, to -2.72 mrad. However,
because of the negative angular dispersion, at a distance of ca. 20 cm all the modes coincide.
This point can be regarded as the virtual source of the different laser modes.
By removing the slit and measuring the mode structure as a function of the distance to the
monochromator, the calculations above can be verified. At a laser temperature of 32 K, a laser
current of 466.0 mA, and a monochromator wavenumber of 2141.4 cm −1 , the diode emits five
clearly distinguishable modes simultaneously. At a distance of ca. 305 cm (Fig. 4.14), all five
modes fall in the scanning range of the beam profiler. At a distance of 435 cm, the distance
between the modes has increased so much that only three modes fall within the scanning range.
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Fig. 4.14: Increase of mode spacing as a function of the distance to mirror M7.

The average spacing between two modes at 305 cm from mirror M7 is 8.2 mm, and at 435
cm it is 11.9 mm. This leads to an angular dispersion of 2.7 ± 0.2 mrad, and a cross-point for
all the different modes 20 ± 20 cm after mirror M7.
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Astigmatism
During the measurements of the angular dispersion, another complication of this monochromator became clear. Fig. 4.14 clearly shows that the beam height remains constant at longer
distances from the mirror, but the beam width is severely decreased. This astigmatism is caused
by the spherical mirrors M5 and M7, which are positioned under an angle with the optical axis.
Mirror M5 has to stay aligned to the grating and mirror M6, but by repositioning the exit
mirror M8 and realigning M7, the angle between the beam and mirror M7 can be minimized.

M7

M8

S
M6
original path

new path

Fig. 4.15: Minimizing the astigmatism caused by mirror M7.

Measurements of the beam width as a function of the distance from mirror M7 show that,
by repositioning M8, the astigmatism is reduced by nearly a factor of two (Fig. 4.16). With the
original lay-out of the monochromator, the horizontal beam size reduction was 3.1 mm/m, and
with the new lay-out, it has been reduced to 1.7 mm/m.
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Fig. 4.16: (Left) astigmatism with original position of M7 and M8; (right) astigmatism
with repositioned M7 and M8.
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5.1 Introduction
After completion of the ring down setup and adequate alignment of the diode laser, the first
mid-infrared cavity ring down experiments can be performed.
With the aid of two HeNe lasers, a visual diode laser, a CW CO laser and 6 diaphragms, a
procedure is developed to align the mirrors in the cavity, and the CO laser beam through the
cavity.
The first aim will be to characterize the mode structure of the cavity. Then the diode laser
will be aligned through the cavity to perform the actual cavity ring down experiments.

5.2 Characterization of the optical cavity with the CO laser
The CW CO laser has a typical output power between 0.1 and 1 W, depending on the specific
mode that is emitted. If the laser and the ring down cavity are aligned perfectly, the maximum
laser power that can build up inside the cavity is 1/(1-R) times the input power. With reflectivities between 0.997 and 0.999, the laser power inside the cavity can be 300 to 1000 times
the input power. If the CO laser is aligned directly into the ring down cavity, the built up laser
power will instantly damage the multi-layer coating, and thereby destroy the optical cavity.
To limit the amount of laser power, the CO laser is aimed on a barium-fluoride (BaF 2 )
window under an angle of 45 degrees. BaF2 reflects ca. 3 % at each surface, so, by only using
the reflected power of the front side of the window, the laser power can be limited to a few
percent of the total laser power. With the use of a diaphragm, the laser power can be further
decreased.
A triangular AC voltage of 100 V with a frequency of 100 Hz is applied over the piezo to
periodically scan the cavity length. After aligning the resulting few milliwatt of laser power
through the ring down cavity, the mode structure of the ring down cavity can be visualized on
an oscilloscope (Fig. 5.1).
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Fig. 5.1: Mode structure of the ring down cavity. The two large peaks belong to the fundamental modes of the cavity. The smaller peaks in the middle belong to the odd higher order
modes.
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The large peaks in Fig. 5.1 belong to the fundamental modes, 150 MHz apart. The smaller
peaks approximately halfway the two peaks of the fundamental modes belong to the higher
order transverse TEM01 and TEM10 modes. Non-linearity and finite response time of the piezo
crystals make that the peaks of the higher order transverse modes do not lie exactly halfway the
fundamental modes.
If the cavity would be perfectly confocal, all the even transverse modes (m + n = even
Eq. 2.4) should coincide with the fundamental modes. However, closer inspection of one of
the fundamental modes in Fig. 5.1 clearly shows the even higher order transverse modes lying
besides the fundamental mode (Fig. 5.2) Assuming a linear scan of the piezo and a free spectral
range of 150 MHz, the time base of Fig. 5.2 can be converted into a relative frequency scale.
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Fig. 5.2: Mode structure caused by error in cavity length.

The distance between two adjacent transverse modes can be calculated to be ca. 500 kHz.
Calculating the mode spacing for two transverse modes from Eq. 2.7, with ∆q = +1 and
∆(m + n) = −2, reveals that the cavity length is ca. 5.2 mm too short.
By adding distance rings to the mirror holder, the transverse mode spacing can be determined as a function of the cavity length (Fig. 5.3). These measurements show that a confocal
cavity is obtained when the cavity length is increased by 3.8 mm. However, these measurements
were performed with an open cavity at one atmosphere. In vacuum conditions an extra cavity
length of 5.2 mm was preferable. Therefore, distance rings of 5.2 mm were added to the mirror
holds permanently.
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Fig. 5.3: Distance between even transverse modes as a function of the added cavity length.

After fine tuning of the cavity length, the ring down cavity mode structure was determined
for a full piezo scan (Fig. 5.4). The voltage over the piezo was a 100 V, 20 Hz triangular wave.
Clearly visible are the fundamental modes and the first order transverse modes halfway the free
spectral range. The extra modes in between the fundamental and the higher order transverse
modes are caused by the multi-mode operation of the CO laser.
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Fig. 5.4: Full piezo scan. The large peaks belong to the fundamental modes, and the smaller peaks
halfway to the higher order transverse modes. The smallest peaks are caused by the fact that the
CO laser was not perfectly single mode.
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The line width of the fundamental modes is determined from Fig. 5.2 to be ca. 100 kHz,
which means that the ring down cavity has a finesse of more than 1000. This very high finesse
can be explained by the used wavelength region.
The finesse is mainly determined by the effective reflectivity of the mirrors. The effective
reflectivity is mostly determined by the real reflectivity, the surface roughness of the substrate,
and the uniformity of the layers of the multi-layer coating which forms the reflective layer. The
layer thickness of the layers forming the multi-layer coating, is a quarter of the wavelength of
the applied laser light. Since the used wavelength is ca. 10 times longer than wavelengths in
the visible, the relative error in the layer thickness is a factor of 10 smaller. The same argument
applies for the initial roughness of the used substrate. Here, again, the roughness is taken
relative to the used wavelength, and therefore it is a factor 10 smaller than the same substrate
used in the visible.
For the applied wavelength the effective reflectivity does not differ much from the maximum
reflectivity of the multi-layer coating, which leads to a very high finesse of the ring down cavity.

5.3 The diode laser beam and the ring down cavity
5.3.1 The mode structure with the diode laser
After alignment and characterization of the ring down cavity with the CO laser, the diode laser
beam has to be guided through the optical cavity. With an expected laser line width of 20 MHz,
an output power of ca. 100 µW, of which less than 20 % reaches the cavity, and the maximum
transmission of the ring down cavity equal to the ratio of the cavity line width and the laser line
width, the signal to noise ratio was expected to be between 1 and 10. Fig. 5.5 shows the detector
signal and the piezo voltage as a function of time.
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Fig. 5.5: Mode structure of the ring down cavity obtained with the diode laser. The distance
between the modes is less constant and some modes appear double because of the noise on the
laser wavelength.
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The large peaks in Fig. 5.5 at a roughly constant distance of 150 MHz are the TEM 00 modes.
The smaller peaks halfway are the odd transverse modes. Due to a very fast oscillation on the
laser wavelength some modes appear as double peaks. This oscillation makes that the cavity
length for which the cavity is resonant with the laser wavelength is slightly different for each
cavity sweep. Therefore, the modes of different sweeps do not coincide and the averaged peak
height of the signal decreases linearly with the number of averages, whereas the noise decreases
only with the square root of the number of averages.
Another conclusion that can be drawn from this experiment is that the laser line width must
be much smaller than 20 MHz. The measured mode structure is the convolution of the laser
line width and the cavity line width. If the line width of the diode laser would be 20 MHz, this
would show as broad peaks, approximately 15 % of the free spectral range wide. The added
signal of 25 cavity sweeps (Fig. 5.6) shows an integral line width much closer to the predicted
line width of 20 MHz. The laser wavelength of the diode is not formed by the de-excitation of
electrons from one level in the conduction band to one level in the valence band, but the band
structure consists of many sub levels and emitted laser light consists of de-excitation processes
between many different sub-levels.
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Fig. 5.6: Envelope of 25 cavity sweeps, clearly showing the oscillation in the diode output frequency.

A clear disadvantage of this oscillation in the laser wavelength is that it prevents the cavity
from being locked to the laser line, and thereby limits the repetition rate of the ring down signal.
On the other hand, the fact that the line width is much smaller than the expected 20 MHz
increases the transmission of the cavity, and thereby the signal to noise ratio, which makes the
alignment much easier.
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5.3.2 Detuning the laser

Signal (A.U.)

Since the cavity length can not be locked to the laser wavelength, the cavity is scanned periodically with a frequency of ca. 100 Hz over a length of several free spectral ranges. This
makes that the cavity length is resonant to the laser wavelength several times each period of the
piezo voltage. During these resonances, ”ring up” takes place: the cavity is filled with photons.
To start the exponential decay, the photons have to be stopped from entering the cavity faster
than the expected ring down time. To obtain this, the laser has to be detuned to a non-resonant
wavelength as soon as enough laser power has accumulated inside the cavity.
A level comparator connected to the detector creates a trigger signal when a mode has built
up inside the ring down cavity. The upper part of Fig. 5.7 shows the average of 200 times the
buildup and decay of the signal inside the cavity without detuning. This results in a more or less
Gaussian shaped profile, which is the convolution of the time averaged laser line width with the
scanning cavity mode.
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Fig. 5.7: Cavity mode with and without detuning. The upper curve is the average Airy
profile of the fundamental cavity mode, obtained by scanning the cavity length through the
laser wavelength. In the lower curve, at the moment there is enough laser power inside the
cavity (vertical line), the laser is suddenly tuned to a wavelength halfway the free spectral
range, which effectively stops new photons from entering the cavity, and thereby starts the
exponential decay.

The lower part shows the effect of the detuning of the laser wavelength. The laser is rapidly
detuned to a wavelength halfway the fundamental mode and the higher order transverse modes
(Fig. 5.5). The profile is abruptly changed into an exponential decay when detuning has taken
place. The noisy feature at the top of the Gaussian peak is an artifact, caused by electronic
feedback of the trigger signal to the detector signal by a faulty connection.
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5.3.3 The exponential decay
Immediately after the laser is detuned to a non-resonant wavelength, the light intensity inside
the ring down cavity starts to decay exponentially. By averaging or adding several ring down
transients, the signal to noise ratio, and thereby the time span that can be used for the exponential
fit can be increased (Fig. 5.8)
The spread in the ring down time is determined by measuring the ring down time for a fixed
number of averages 100 times. Fig. 5.9 shows the development of the spread in the ring down
time as a function of the number of averaged ring down transients.
Most probably due to the low signal to noise ratio and the oscillation on the laser wavelength,
the initial noise on a low number of averages of the ring down time is in the order of 10 % .
Increasing the number of averages first decreases the error in the ring down time very fast, but
for a higher number of averages, the error seems to converge to ca. 1 % .
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Fig. 5.8: Exponential decay after detuning the laser.
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Fig. 5.9: Noise on ring down time as a function of the number of averages.
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Eq. (1.18) dictates that the minimum detectable absorbance (= nσl) is equal to the product
of (1 − R) and the minimum detectable relative change in the ring down time (∆τ /τ ). The first
term is determined by the constant reflectivity of 0.997 and is equal to 3 · 10 −3 . The last term is
presently limited to 10 −2 . This results in a detection limit for the total absorbance of 3 · 10 −5 .

5.3.4 The first mid-infrared spectroscopic cavity ring down measurements
The next step is to measure the ring down time as a function of the wavelength: cavity ring down
spectroscopy. In order to create well defined absorption lines, the first spectroscopic ring down
measurements will be performed on CO. CO has a well documented rovibrational spectrum in
the same wavelength region as silane and silane radicals, and is therefore often used to generate
reference spectra to calibrate the wavelength of the diode laser.
Generation of a reference spectrum
A reference spectrum is generated with a conventional infrared laser absorption measurement.
The laser beam is split into two beams. One of the beams is guided through a 5 inch long
reference gas cell filled with 1 mbar CO, and the other beam is guided through an etalon. Both
beams are detected individually.
By increasing the laser current, the wavelength of the laser is scanned over one of the modes
of the diode. During the scan the laser is modulated at 1 kHz and the detector signal is led to a
lock-in amplifier that measures the second derivative of this signal. Fig. 5.10 shows the second
derivative of the absorption signal and the etalon fringes, which are 0.048 cm −1 apart. The
absolute distance between the absorption lines is determined with the etalon signal, and with
the relative intensity and the handbook of infrared standards [50], all the lines can be identified.
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Fig. 5.10: IRLAS measurement on CO referernce gas cell and etalon.

The largest peak, at 2147.08158 cm −1 , which falls largely outside the vertical scale of
this graph, is of the most abundant isotope combination C 12 O16 . One peak to the right, at
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2147.20497 cm−1 , is of the C12 O17 isotope, that has a relative abundancy of 0.04 % . The other
peaks are of even rarer isotopes.
The first CRDS measurement
After the wavelength has been calibrated and the absorption lines are identified, the experiment
is repeated with the cavity ring down spectrometer. The vacuum vessel is filled with 0.01 mbar
CO and the diode laser is aligned through the ring down cavity. It turns out to be impossible to
measure the absorption line around 2147.08158 cm −1 by the cavity ring down technique: this
line absorbs so strongly that no cavity mode can build up inside the cavity, and, consequently,
no ring down transients can be recorded.
The C12 O17 line around 2147.20497 cm −1 is much weaker, and therefore a better candidate.
Fig. 5.11 shows a wavelength scan around the central wavelength of this line. Clearly visible is
the dip in the ring down time.
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Fig. 5.11: Spectroscopic ring down measurement of CO.

With Eq. (1.17), the ring down time is converted to the absorbance (Fig. 5.12). The baseline
clearly shows an sinusoidal signal. This is most likely caused by the low laser power and the
large beam size of the diode laser beam, but the exact origin is not clear yet.
Due to the large beam size, the entrance mirror of the cavity is illuminated over a large
section. Therefore, the chance of exciting several transverse modes is much larger than with
the much smaller CO laser beam. Due to the small signal to noise ratio, the trigger level can
not be set too high, which allows both the fundamental and higher order transverse modes
to generate trigger pulses and the subsequent ring down transients. However, the ring down
times of higher order transverse modes differs from the ring down times of fundamental modes.
During the wavelength scan, the relative contribution of different modes changes, which causes
the sinusoidal baseline.
The noise on the baseline limits the detection limit to ca. 5 · 10 −5 , or 5 · 10−7cm−1 . Since
a systematic method to eliminate the alternating baseline could not be found, a sine function
is fitted manually. After subtraction of the fit from the ring down signal and a 5 point averaging over adjacent points, a much smoother signal is obtained (Fig. 5.13). With the identified
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Fig. 5.12: Ring down converted to absorbance + sine fit of the
background.

absorption lines in Fig. 5.10 the laser current is converted in a relative frequency scale. A Gaussian fit through the corrected signal gives a resulting absorption line width of 202 MHz. For
0.010 mbar CO at room temperature, the 1/e Doppler width should have been 175 MHz. The
difference between the measured line width and the predicted line width can be explained by
the convolution of the absorption line and Gaussian laser line width of 50 MHz. The removal
of the sine wave on the baseline brings the detection limit down to ca. 1 · 10 −5 , or 1 · 10−7 cm−1
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Fig. 5.13: Corrected absorbance and Gaussian fit.
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Absorption

As a final test of the initial spectroscopic ring down measurements, the absorbance is measured as a function of the CO pressure. The laser is set at the central wavelength of the
2147.20497 cm−1 C12 O17 line, and the ring down time is measured at different CO pressures.
After each measurement the CO is pumped out of the vessel to measure τ 0 .
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Fig. 5.14: Absorption as a function of the CO pressure. The measured CO pressure is
the total CO pressure, while the measured absorption is only the absorption by the C12 O17
isotope.

Fig. 5.14 shows that the absorbance is linear with the CO density and the detection limit of
this C12 O17 absorption line is reached for a total CO pressure of ca. 5 · 10−4 mbar. The relative
abundancy of C12 O17 is estimated from the relative abundancy of O17 to be 4 · 10−4 , which
gives a detection limit of the C12 O16 absorption line at 2147.08158 cm −1 of ca. 1 · 10−7 mbar,
or 3 · 109 cm−3 .

6
General conclusions
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To address the complications associated with solar cells based on amorphous silicon (a-Si:H),
e.g. the low growth rate and the degradation by exposure to light, it is necessary to come to a
complete insight in the complex chemistry inside silane discharges during the growth of thin
layers of amorphous silicon.
• The first preliminary conclusion that was drawn at the beginning of this project was that
these insights could not be obtained with the available diagnostics at that time. It appeared
not to be possible to monitor the time dependent density distributions of all the relevant
species.
This thesis therefore deals with the development of a new diagnostic that can give insight in
the role of specific radicals during the growth of a-Si:H, the growth precursors and the growth
mechanisms of dust particles.
The constructed mid-infrared cavity ring down spectrometer consists of a 1 meter long optical cavity, suspended in a vacuum vessel. By means of a 2-D manipulator a modular plasma
chamber can be moved through the optical beam to acquire spatially resolved absolute radical
densities. The conclusions that can be drawn from the initial tests of this setup are as follows.
• Measurements of the mode structure of the ring down cavity with a CW CO laser show
that the confocal cavity is mechanically and optically stable. At atmospheric pressure,
the line profiles of the cavity modes are slightly broadened by the acoustic vibrations that
are coupled into the cavity from the background noise. Under vacuum this broadening
disappears immediately and the resulting line width of the cavity modes is ca. 100 kHz
(FWHM). The free spectral range (FSR) is 75 MHz, which, together with the half line
width of the cavity modes, results in a total finesse for the fundamental transverse mode of
more than 1000. This finesse is almost completely determined by the reflectivity losses,
which are in the order of 10−3 . Only for higher order transverse modes the diffraction
losses start to play a role, which results in a reduced peak heights for these modes.
• The new setup has, besides an improved sensitivity, also an improved implementation
of spatially resolved measurements. The optical cavity, and thus the new diagnostic is
constructed without making any concessions to the discharge and vice versa. The first
discharge configuration to be investigated, a capacitively coupled RF-discharge in a so
called plasma box, can be moved in two directions through the optical beam by means
of a 2-D manipulator to obtain spatially resolved, line integrated density profiles with a
sub-millimeter resolution in both directions.
• Due to the well designed multi-layer coating, the mirrors have a reflectivity between 0.997
and 0.999 in the complete wavelength range from 4.2 to 5.6 µm . In this wavelength range
all the important species in silane discharges have known rovibrational absorption spectra:
all the mono-silane radicals (SiH, SiH 2 , and SiH3 ), the disilanes Si2 H5 and Si2 H6 , and
the most important ionic species SiH 3 − and SiH3 + . Because of the similarity of the Si-H
bonds, also the larger clusters (e.g. Si3 Hm ) are expected to have rovibrational absorption
spectra in this region, and dust particles are expected to exhibit, besides the molecular
absorption lines, also a-Si:H bulk absorption features in the same wavelength region.
Another preliminary conclusion that could be drawn in the beginning phase of this project was
that the only suitable light source for the mid-infrared cavity ring down experiments is the
helium cooled CW diode laser system. Extensive research on the infrared laser beam revealed
the following facts.
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• The divergence of the laser beam at the end facet of the diode is somewhere in between 30
and 40o . An off-axis parabolic (OAP) mirror is used to transform the divergent beam into
a parallel beam. Due to the distance from the diode to the OAP mirror and the size of the
OAP mirror, the diameter of the beam after reflection on the OAP mirror is determined
by the diameter of the mirror, which is 35 mm.
• Since most mid-infrared laser diodes are multi-mode diodes, a monochromator is used
to select one of the modes. However, the layout of the available monochromator and the
size of the used mirrors and grating are not suitable for a laser beam with a diameter of
35 mm. Therefore, the beam is clipped many times inside the monochromator and has a
rectangular shape of ca. 17 × 14 mm (H×W) at the exit plane of the monochromator.
• The overall transmission of the monochromator is reduced to less than 20 % because of
the subsequent clipping. A single mode of the diode has a typical laser power before it
enters the monochromator of ca. 100 µW. Due to the losses inside the monochromator
and some extra losses in between the monochromator and the cavity, only ca. 10 µW
reaches the entrance mirror of the ring down cavity.
• As a consequence of the use of spherical mirrors inside the monochromator under an
angle with the optical axis, the beam becomes astigmatic. The vertical extent of the beam
is nearly parallel, but horizontally the beam has a focal point at ca. 8.2 m after the last
spherical mirror of the monochromator.
Besides the low output power, the other major drawback of this type of diode laser is the fact
that it is a CW laser and conventional methods to chop the laser beam fast enough to induce a
single exponential decay do not work. Therefore, a new method to chop the laser beam had to
be developed.
• The new method, where the ring down cavity is tuned to the laser wavelength and, as soon
as there is enough laser power inside the cavity, the laser is detuned from the cavity mode
reaches a full decoupling of the laser from the cavity within several tens of nanoseconds.
• The resulting decay of the light intensity inside the cavity is a single exponential decay
with a ring down time which is only determined by the reflectivity of the mirrors.
• The obtained ring down times in the wavelength region covered by the diode used for
the first CRDS experiments range from ca. 800 ns up to 1.5 µs, which corresponds to the
spectral reflectivity of the mirrors.
The first spectroscopic mid-infrared cavity ring down experiments were performed on CO,
which has a well documented rovibrational spectrum in the same wavelength region as silane.
The main conclusions that could be drawn from these experiments are as follows:
• The principle of performing mid-infrared CRDS experiments with a CW diode laser and
a tuned confocal cavity does work.
• The upper limit of the absorption is determined by the demand that a certain intensity
should be able to build up inside the cavity before the laser is detuned and the exponential
decay is started. Therefore, absorption lines that are too strong and thereby prevent a
cavity mode to build up to a certain level cannot be detected. The maximum reduction in
ring down time that can be measured is approximately 40 %, which sets the upper limit
of the sensitivity to ca. 2 · 10−3 or 2 · 10−5 cm−1 .
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• The sensitivity is limited by a ripple on the base line to ca. 5·10 −5 or 5·10−7 cm−1 . This
ripple is caused by the low laser output and the low transmission of the monochromator
which prevents the use of small diaphragms in front of the ring down cavity. Therefore,
not only the axial modes are excited but also the higher order transverse modes. These
higher order modes have a shorter decay time because of the higher diffraction losses.
The measured ring down time is an average of the ring down times of the different excited
modes The contribution of the modes shifts as the wavelength is scanned, which causes
the ripple in the ring down time.
• Subtraction of a manually fitted sine function through the base line reduces the noise
and increases the sensitivity to ca. 1 · 10−5 or 1 · 10−7 cm−1 . Taking into account the
relative abundance of the measured C12 O17 isotope, which is estimated from the relative
abundance of O17 to be approximately 4 · 10−4 , this sensitivity corresponds to a pressure
of ca. 1 · 10−7 mbar, or a density of 3 · 109 cm−3 .

This is already 2 orders of magnitude more sensitive than the most sophisticated conventional infrared diode laser absorption measurements. Presently, the sensitivity is limited by the
minimum detectable change in ring down time. With a redesign of the monochromator it should
be possible to increase the amount of laser power at the entrance mirror of the cavity by at least
a factor of three. It should also be possible to further suppress the astigmatism. Then the beam
diameter can be reduced to a few millimeter. The increase of output power and beam quality
will make it possible to put a diaphragm in front of the cavity. In this way it will become possible to limit the modes that can be excited in the cavity to only the fundamental mode. The
minimum detectable change in ring down time will then be reduced to 10 −3 , which will bring
the detection limit down to 3 · 10 −6 .
If necessary, the detection limit can be further improved by obtaining better mirrors. One
extra nine in the reflectivity (e.g. 0.999 → 0.9999) will decrease both the factor (1 − R) and the
minimum detectable relative change in ring down time by one order of magnitude. The minimum detectable change in absorbance, which is the product of these two factors, will therefore
go down by two orders of magnitude. The resulting detection limit will be smaller than 1 · 10 −7,
which should be more than adequate to detect all the relevant species in a silane discharge.
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Summary
In the field of renewable energy, a lot is expected from photovoltaic (PV) solar cells based on
thin layers of hydrogenated amorphous silicon (a-Si:H), which can be deposited by plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD). So far, however, the production costs of these solar
cells are high because of the low growth rate of a-Si:H. Furthermore, the efficiency decreases
substantially under exposure to sunlight.
The solutions for the low growth rate as well as for the light induced degradation are expected to be found in the silane discharges used to grow these solar cells. However, these discharges are chemically and physically very complex. The interaction of many different species
(neutral and charged) forms the basis of the deposition of the thin layers of silicon. In order
to get a better understanding of all the important processes inside these discharges it is necessary to know the time resolved density distributions of all the relevant species. However, the
diagnostics used in the field of plasma physics so far are not capable of providing the necessary
data. Therefore a new diagnostic is needed.
A very interesting spectroscopic region to perform absorption or emission measurements
on discharges containing molecular species is the mid-infrared. The masses of the atoms in
the molecule and the binding forces between these atoms result in rovibrational spectra with
typical transition energies of some tenths of an eV. The available light sources, detectors, and
other optical equipment make that diagnostics operating in this wavelength region have a limited sensitivity. In 1988 a new method to perform absorption measurements was introduced:
cavity ring down spectroscopy (CRDS). Rather than measuring the magnitude of absorption,
CRDS is based on the measurement of the rate of absorption of the light intensity inside an
optically stable cavity, which is built around the gas or discharge to be analyzed. Sensitivities
that can be obtained with this technique are orders of magnitude higher than those obtained with
conventional absorption measurements, without the loss of spatial and time resolution.
This thesis reports about the design, realization, and implementation of a mid-infrared cavity
ring down spectrometer. The realized setup is comprised of a 1 meter long, mechanically stable,
confocal cavity suspended in a vacuum vessel. The mirrors have a reflectivity between 0.997
and 0.999 over the complete wavelength range from 4.2 to 5.6 µm . All the relevant species
inside silane discharges have rovibrational absorption spectra in this wavelength region. The
inner diameter of the cavity is ca. 35 cm, which allows for the capacitively coupled RF-discharge
in the so called plasma box configuration to be moved through the optical beam by means of
the 2-D manipulator.
The first results obtained with a CO laser show that the confocal cavity has a free spectral
range of 75 MHz and the peak width of the fundamental cavity mode is ca. 100 kHz (FWHM).
This results in a finesse of more than 1000, which is fully determined by the reflectivity of
the mirrors. For the higher order transverse modes the diffraction losses start to become more
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important, which results in broader peaks with a reduced peak height.
The only available light source to perform spectroscopic cavity ring down experiments in
the mid-infrared is the helium cooled diode laser system. Extensive research on the beam
characteristics of this laser revealed that the nearly circular beam has a diameter of 35 mm before
it enters the monochromator. The available monochromator is not designed for this size of laser
beams and therefore clips the beam many times before it leaves the monochromator. This results
in an overall transmission of the monochromator of less than 20 %. Of the typical output power
of the laser diode of ca. 100 µW, only ca. 10 µW reaches the ring down cavity. After aligning
the diode laser beam through the ring down cavity, the mode structure of the cavity looked
different from the mode structure obtained with the CO laser. This can only be attributed to
a jitter on the laser wavelength of the diode laser, combined with the low laser output and the
large beam diameter. Due to the low laser power it is not possible to use diaphragms in front
of the cavity to limit the size of the laser beam. Therefore not only the fundamental mode, but
also a number of higher order transverse modes are excited.
One of the major disadvantages of the use of the infrared diode laser system to perform
CRDS experiments is the fact that it is a CW laser. In this wavelength region, conventional
methods to chop a laser beam to stop the photons from entering the ring down cavity and start
the exponential decay do not work. In the newly developed method to stop the photons from
entering the cavity, the cavity length is tuned to the laser wavelength by a piezo. As soon as the
cavity is resonant with the laser, a standing wave starts to build up inside the cavity. When the
light intensity inside the cavity is high enough, the laser wavelength is detuned to a wavelength
about halfway the free spectral range of the ring down cavity. This detuning only requires a
change in current through the laser diode of ca. 10−5 A, which makes this method very fast and
very stable. A full decoupling of the laser from the cavity can be obtained in less than 100 ns.
The first mid-infrared spectroscopic ring down experiments on CO showed that the principle of tuning the cavity and detuning the laser does work. The upper limit of the detectable
absorbance nσl is determined by the fact that for a too strong absorption no standing waves
can build up inside the cavity. This sets the maximum detectable absorbance to ca. 2 · 10 −3 or
2·10−5 cm−1 . A ripple on the baseline of the spectroscopic ring down signal caused by the jitter
on the laser wavelength and the large beam size, sets the lower detection limit of the absorbance
to 5 · 10−5 or 5 · 10−7 cm−1 . Subtraction of a sine fit through the baseline increases the
sensitivity to 1 · 10−5 or 1 · 10−7 cm−1 , which corresponds to a CO density of ca. 3 · 109 cm−1 .
From these results it can be concluded that the new mid-infrared cavity ring down spectrometer is a non-intrusive diagnostic which is two orders of magnitude more sensitive than
conventional infrared absorption measurements, without any loss of spatial and time resolution.
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Samenvatting
De fotovoltaische zonnecel gemaakt van gehydrogeneerd amorf silicium is een veelbelovende
kandidaat-leverancier van schone energie. De kosten van deze zonnecellen, die worden geproduceerd door middel van ’plasma enhanced chemical vapour deposition’, zijn momenteel nog
erg hoog. Bovendien zakt de efficientie van de zonnecel sterk in wanneer deze wordt blootgesteld aan zonlicht.
Verwacht wordt dat de oplossingen voor zowel de lage groeisnelheid als ook de degradatie
door zonlicht gevonden kunnen worden in de silaanplasma’s die gebruikt worden om deze zonnecellen te fabriceren. Echter, dit type plasma is zowel fysisch als chemisch zeer complex. De
interactie tussen een groot aantal verschillende deeltjes (neutraal en geladen) vormt de basis
voor de groei van de dunne lagen amorf silicium. Om tot een beter begrip van alle belangrijke processen in dit soort gasontladingen te komen is het noodzakelijk om de tijdsopgeloste
dichtheidsprofielen van alle relevante deeltjes in het plasma te kennen. Met de diagnostieken
die tot nu toe in de plasmafysica worden gebruikt is het niet mogelijk om dit te bewerkstelligen.
Daarom is het nodig een nieuwe diagnostiek te ontwikkelen.
Het meest interessante deel van het spectrum voor absorptie- of emissie-metingen aan plasma’s die molekulaire deeltes bevatten is het mid-infrarood. De massa’s van de verschillende
atomen in het molekuul en de bindingssterkte tussen deze atomen resulteren in een rovibrationeel spectrum met typische overgangsenergieën van enkele tienden van een electronvolt. De
beschikbare lichtbronnen, detectoren en overige optische instrumentatie zorgen er echter voor
dat diagnostieken werkend in dit golflengtegebied een beperkte detectielimiet hebben. In 1988
werd een nieuwe methode om absorptiemetingen te verrichten geı̈ntroduceerd: cavity ring down
spectroscopie. In plaats van de bepaling van de absolute afname van de lichtintensiteit wordt bij
cavity ring down spectroscopie gekeken naar de vervaltijd van de lichtintensiteit in een optisch
stabiele cavity, die is opgebouwd rond het te onderzoeken gas of plasma. De gevoeligheden die
met deze techniek behaald kunnen worden zijn ordes groter dan die behaald met conventionele
absorptiespectroscopie, zonder verlies van ruimtelijke en tijdsoplossing.
Dit proefschift behandelt het ontwerp, de realisatie en de implementatie van een mid-infrarood cavity ring down spectrometer. De kern van de gerealizeerde meetopstelling is een 1 meter
lange, mechanisch stabiele, confocale cavity die is opgehangen in een vacuumvat. De spiegels
hebben een reflectiviteit variërend van 0.997 tot 0.999 over het gehele golflengtebereik van 4.2
tot 5.6 µm . Alle relevante deeltjes in een silaanplasma hebben rovibrationele absorptiespectra
in dit golflengtegebied. De binnendiameter van de cavity is 35 cm. Hierdoor is het mogelijk
een zogenaamde ”plasma-box” met het capacatief gekoppelde RF-plasma met behulp van een
2-D manipulator door de optische bundel te bewegen.
De eerste resultaten die behaald zijn met een CO laser tonen aan dat de optische cavity een
vrij spectraal bereik heeft van 75 MHz. De piekbreedte van de fundamentele cavitymode is ca.
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100 kHz (FWHM). Dit resulteert in een finesse van meer dan 1000, die geheel wordt bepaald
door de reflectiviteit van de spiegels. Voor de hogere orde transversale modes beginnen de
diffractieverliezen een belangrijkere rol te spelen, waardoor de pieken breder en lager worden.
De enige beschikbare lichtbron waarmee de spectroscopische cavity ring down metingen
kunnen worden uitgevoerd in het mid-infrarood is het helium gekoelde diodelaser-systeem. Intensief onderzoek aan de bundeleigenschappen van deze laser toonden aan dat de bijna ronde
bundel een diameter heeft van 35 mm voordat hij de monochromator in gaat. De beschikbare
monochromator is niet berekend op laserbundels met deze afmetingen, waardoor grote delen
van de bundel verloren gaan voordat de bundel de monochromator weer verlaat. Dit resulteert
in een totale transmissie van de monochromator van minder dan 20 %. Van het typische uitgangsvermogen van de diodelaser van 100 µW bereikt slechts ca. 10 µW daadwerkelijk de optische cavity. Na uitlijning van de diodelaserbundel door de optische cavity zag de resulterende
modestructuur van de cavity er anders uit dan gemeten met de CO laser. Dit kon alleen worden
verklaard met een kleine hoeveelheid ruis op de golflengte van de diodelaser gecombineerd met
het lage laservermogen. Door dit lage laservermogen was het niet mogelijk om de afmeting van
de laserbundel te beperken met diafragma’s voor de optische cavity, wat direct resulteert in de
excitatie van een groot aantal cavity modes, in plaats van alleen de fundamentele mode.
Een van de grootste bezwaren van het gebruik van een diodelaser voor CRDS experimenten
is het feit dat het een continue laser is. De gebruikelijke methodes om een abrupt einde te
maken aan de instroom van fotonen in de cavity werken niet in dit golflengtegebied. Bij de
nieuw ontwikkelde methode wordt de lengte van de cavity met behulp van een piezo afgestemd
op de golflengte van het laserlicht. Op het moment dat de cavity resonant is met de golflengte
van de laser begint een staande golf zich op te bouwen in de cavity. Zodra de intensiteit van
het laservermogen in de cavity hoog genoeg is, wordt de golflengte van de laser verstemd naar
een golflengte ongeveer halverwege het vrije spectrale bereik. De benodigde extra stroom door
de diode om dit verstemmen te bewerkstelligen is slechts 10 −5 A, waardoor dit een erg snelle
en stabiele manier is om abrupt de toevoer van fotonen te onderbreken. De cavity en de laser
worden met deze methode in minder dan 100 ns volkomen ontkoppeld.
De eerste spectroscopische cavity ring down metingen laten zien dat de methode van het
afstemmen van de cavity en het verstemmen van de golflengte van de laser daadwerkelijk werkt.
De bovenlimiet van de te detecteren absorptie nσl wordt bepaald door het feit dat voor een te
sterke absorptie geen staande golven opbouwen in de cavity. Dit limiteert de te detecteren
absorptie tot maximaal 2 · 10−3 , of 2 · 10−5 cm−1 . Een rimpel op de achtergrond van het
spectroscopische ring down signaal, veroorzaakt door de ruis op de golflengte van de laser
en het lage laservermogen limiteren de ondergrens van de te meten absorptie tot 5 · 10 −5 , of
5 · 10−7 cm−1 . Na aftrek van een handmatig aangepaste sinusfunctie wordt de detectielimit
teruggebracht tot 1 · 10−5 , of 1 · 10−7 cm−1 , wat correspondeert met een CO dichtheid van ca.
3 · 109 cm−3 .
Hieruit kan worden geconcludeerd dat de nieuwe mid-infrarood cavity ring down spectrometer een nieuwe diagnostiek is die, zonder het te meten gas of plasma te beı̈nvloeden, een
gevoeligheid haalt die twee ordes hoger is dan conventionele infrarood absorptiespectroscopie,
zonder afbreuk te doen aan het ruimtelijke en tijdsoplossend vermogen.
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